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Voter Turnout Down in Write-In Victory

onal

Voter participation this year was 29
percent, down from a 38.5 percent participation rate in last year’s election.

By Tim SuLLIVAN
Hoya STAFF WRITER

RuTHIE BRAUNSTEIN/T
HE HOYA

Tawan Davis (COL 01) and Jacques Arsenault (COL '01) celebrate after their victory in the GUSA elections last night.

University Withdraws
By ANDREAS ANDREA
ora Starr Wann
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In the wake of the death of junior
David Shick, the university withdrew
its support for the spring Block Party,
whose fate will:be voted on tonight by
the Advisory Neighborhood Commission. Also following the incident, the
Alcohol Beverage Control Board inspected most Georgetown area bars
this past weekend.
At a town hall meeting last night,
Dean of Students James A. Donahue
said that he will withhold support for

Block Party’s organizers, said that organizers will go on to seek approval fof
the event from the ANC depite
Donahue’s withdrawl of support. “The
way we stand is that we are going to
take our chances with the ANC. Hopefully, we will be approved,” he said.
Owens said that ANC approval might
be “an uphill battle” but said that he
believes that organizers have a chance.
Owens said that he understands the
university’s position in withdrawing
support.
“We think it’s run in a responsible
fashion. It brings the community to-

the Block Party at tonight’s meeting.
Mike Owens (MSB ’00), one of the

gether and people look forward to it all
See BLOCK PARTY. ». 6
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Shick’s death while the circumstances

Ho Stair Wate

surrounding it remain unclear.
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voiced

their concerns

last

sonal friends of Shick and attended his

night over the university’s actions in
the days following the death of junior

funeral in New Jersey on Saturday,
asked University President Leo J.

David Shick and expressed disapproval
about the way in which administrators
address issues of student life, in general. In a town-hall style meeting, university officials stressed the need for
students and administrators to work
together to build community and improve communication during this time
and discouraged speculation over

O’Donovan, S.J., why no representative from the administration was present
atthe funeral. They also asked Donahue
why no e-mail message was sent to
students informing them when university vans were leaving for the funeral.
O’Donovan said that the Rev. Kevin
Wildes, S.J., had planned to attend the
See TOWN HALL, ». 6

With his successor chosen and his
senior year winding to an end, GUSA
President Ron Palmese (MSB ’00) has
a month and a half until President-Elect
Tawan Davis (COL ’01) takes office. In
this time, Palmese

Georgetown.

See p. 12
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With primary season in full swing, GUSA elections over and the weather warming, the star spangled banner
flies over the green lawn of Copley.

yracuse an

sspite

sources of funding occurred earlier in
end of his term, as much
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|| end, gets handed atough
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be in South Florida for a very different reason.

Waldrep,
president
of the
Georgetown chapter of Habitat for
Humanity, is one of 24 who will
travel to Homestead, Fla., to build

houses for underprivileged families
during spring break.
The Habitat for Humanity contingent is one of several campus groups
that will be spending their vacations
doing community service.
Waldrep visited the site, known
as Jordan Commons,

SEAN P. FLYNN P. 1S
NATIONAL ROUNDUP P. 28
By THE NUMBERS P. 2S

ATHLETIC SUPPORTER P. 6S

homes,

goals, that Palmese said are the bulk of

last month to

she said, were built during

last year’s spring vacation by various Habitat for Humanity chapters.
“We will be framing and roofing
houses
and
will
meet
the
homeowners,»

Waldrep

said.

The houses that the group will
help construct in this area, located
outside of Miami are smaller and
stronger than those they build here,
Waldrep said. The Homestead area
was chosen because it has been hit
especially hard by recent storms.
Homeowners help work on their

as $50,000

could be raised.
“The biggest thing was just getting
it approved ... we can leave with some
steps in place ... this is going to be big,
but it is just a start,” he said.
But the goal that his campaign centered around is not the one of which
Palmese is most proud. “For the first
time in a while, we were able to keep
the assembly together and working
for students all year.” He said that
avoiding internal problems was the
key to progress, citing divisiveness
in the past, such as the Student Leadership Reform Group and the Common Sense pamphlet for their undermining the possibilities of ‘GUSA
achievement last year.
But it is the small things, the little

When some Georgetown students head to Miami to spend spring
break at parties or relaxing at the
beach, Kerry Waldrep (SES *02) will

get an idea of the area. Twenty-six

MEN’S BASKETBALL P. 1S

hanging tough until the

Palmese
said that this
campaign is
ongoing —
with the first
donation exGUSA President Ron
pected for
Palmese
$20,000 in
the * next
week. The founding of the Georgetown
Funding Commission to explore
the year, and Palmese said that by the
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the

most prominent being a
proposal for

On Campus, IN BRIEF P. 8

RIS

is looking to move

forward with some of the campaign
promises that he made a year ago.
His campaign was
full of prom-

Hoya STAFF WRITER

Tre Hoya brings you an
in-depth look atthe history
of student government at

By Joe HARTEN/THE HovA

By Tim HAGGERTY

By Tracy ZupANcis
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Students, some of whom were per-
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Breakdown

For Palmese,
A Term Moves
Toward End

Election Time ...

Students Air Concerns
Over University Action
By Tom JOHNSON

Election

Results

Write-in candidates Tawan Davis
Davis said that he was “excited, ner(COL 01) and Jacques Arsenault (COL
vous and looking forward to next year,”
’01) were elected GUSA president and
following his victory. He credited his
vice president, narrowly defeating their | victory to “a lot of first-rate people who
closest challengers, Ryan Erlich (SFS
believed in me.”
’01) and Keavney Klein (NUR ’02) by
Davis is a co-founder of the
47 votes in the student association’s
Georgetown Unity Coalition, chairman
executive election yesterday.
of policies and procedures for the uniDavis and Arsenault won the elecversity honor council and a board memtion with 567 votes, giving them less
ber of the Georgetown chapter of the
than 31 percent of the total votes and
NAACP. Arsenault is a GUSA junior
slightly more than 9 percent of the
class representative, a student repreoverall student body population.
sentative on the search committee for
Erlich and Klein registered 520 votes,
vice president for student affairs, a
while Jamal Epps (COL °01) and Jeff
resident assistant in New South, a John
Burns (COL ’01)) received 408 votes.
Carroll Scholar and a- member of the
Write-in candidates Mike Cerminaro
Georgetown Solidarity Committee
(COL °01) and Mike Tomon (COL 01)
Both Davis and Arsenault said that
came in fourth with 125 votes, Hector
they will approach their positions difLopez (SFS 02) and Mark Valadao (SFS
ferently because they were elected as
’02) ran fifth with 79 votes, Catie
write in candidates. “I think that
Sheehan (COL °01) and Meg Troller
Georgetown students were asking
(MSB °01) received 45 and Joe Morrow
GUSA to be different,” Davis said. “We
(SFS ’01) and Andrew Katz (COL 01)
have a greater responsibility to the
came in with 44. Other write-in candistudent body now,” Arsenault said.
dates received 62 votes.
See ELECTION, r. 6

penvery
call

GUSA

Proto CourtESY MICHAEL MCINTOSH

Lastsemester, GUSA worked to form

Students from last year's Spring Break in Appalachia
house and pay for it in order to aid in
funding for the material of the next
home built. According to Waldrep,
approximately 220 to 250 volunteers
show up at the sites per week, due to
different spring break times.
Also bucking the conventional
spring break are a group of students
heading for the U.S.-Mexico border.
Assistant Director for the After School
Kids

Program

Jessica Hernandez

will

lead a group of 10 Georgetown students to the United States-Mexico
border.
“The idea of the trip,” Hernandez
said,

“is to experience

his progress. Photocopiers are on the
way for ICC and Leavey, Palmese said.
The ICC copier will be on the third floor
and the Leavey copier will likely be next
to the Corp. copier outside of Vital
Vittles.

the

issues

that surround immigration into the
United States.”
The group will fly into El Paso,
Texas and stay at a shelter for those
who have been granted political
See SPRING BREAK, ». 8

a hotline to deal with problems between off-campus students and local
residents. When residents have problems with student parties, they can call
the hotline, which is staffed by graduate students from 10 p.m to 4 a.m. each
Friday and Saturday night, and the
student can call the hosts of the party
before the police are called. “To my
knowledge,

Palmese

it

has

worked

well,”

said.
See PALMESE,

». 8
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Hey, Big Poppa;
how "bout a vote?
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Take Block Party, Lose Unity
By not signing on in support of Spring 2000
Block Party, Dean of Students James A. Donahue

has effectively canceled the Block Party. The
annual event, scheduled to coincide with the last

week of classes, is being shunned in light of recent
tragedy. It is difficult to criticize any decisions
made “in light of the recent tragedy,” but this
particular move on Donahue’s part seems overly
reactive and perhaps not as well-considered as it
might have been. Georgetown’s already foundering sense of school spirit and campus unity will
suffer as a result.
Pathetic as it might sound, the biannual Block
Party,

an afternoon

of loud music

and

assorted

overindulgences, was one of the last school-wide
events Hoyas had torally around. Our beloved sports
teams are being pushed off-campus or into smaller,
more unpleasant venues; it’s nearly impossible for
crowds of students to cheer for spoits teams in their
current state of existence. No one has tailgate parties
at football games. Homecoming is a non-event.
Georgetown Program Board does its best to hold fun
concerts and other events, but its budget is limited and

its ability to get permission to use large on-campus
venues has been hindered. Block Party, unfortunately, was what we had left — an occasionless
party. Yes, rather alcohol-centered celebration but a
day on which almost everyone partied together for a
few hours. The student body, as a whole, likes Block
Party
Without university support, Block Party may have
be taken away. Has anyone substituted anything for
it? No. Georgetown ’s administration has essentially
failed to take a cohesive stance on campus culture
and instead has put together a string of rather
reactionary decisions. It is completely understand-

able that the administration wants to do away with
underage drinkingand binge drinking on campus, but
it’s going about it the wrong way. Rather than sit
downand formulate a long-term plan fora Georgetown
way of life that’s both fun and dry, ithas simply gotten
rid of things that it didn’t like and left students to their
own devices as to how to keep themselves entertained. If our leadership expects to effect a real
change inthis university’s culture, itneedsto spell out
a coherent, thoughtful proactive stance.

Maybe on
the way back...

)

Whether or not a university administration can
actually eradicate alcohol culture is at best debatable, anyway. Alcohol culture exists. College kids
will drink. That’s not to say Georgetown should
just give up and let everyone imbibe to excess, but
itis a fact. As drinking events go, Block Party was
arelatively benign one — at least it kept everyone
together and on (or very nearly on) campus. The
drinking that goes on at unsponsored events —
house parties in Burleith, nights out at Champs or
Chadwick’s— is much more worrisome. Walking
home intoxicated on Prospect Street is not safe.
Outside SportsFans, a bar that Georgetown students have been known to visit, someone even got
shot. No one is suggesting that the administration
bring back the Pub, but eliminating our last big oncampus gathering means creating one more night
when students will be bothering the neighbors at
parties on R Street or making the dangerous
journey home from M Street at 2 a.m.
While the Block Party was part of our notorious
alcohol culture, it was also part of Georgetown
community culture. Hoya culture. Our culture. To get
rid of it, even in light of the recent tragedy, will hurt
more than it will help it. With reactionary zeal, the
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candidates, a few torn fliers, an angry election com-

mission and adream. On Feb. 21, executive hopefuls
Jamal Epps (COL ’01) and Jeff Burns (COL 01)
accused their fellow candidates Paul Stroka (COL
’01) and Dan Ryan (COL *02) of destroying some of
their campaign materials.
After a hearing, the GUSA election commission and its chieftain, Election Commissioner Kerri
Tyman (COL 00), disqualified the two, kicking
them out of the race. Prior to their ejection, Stroka
and Ryan had styled themselves as outsiders, not
a part of the current incarnation of GUSA. In
another bout of irony, these self-proclaimed outsiders were now, well, outside of GUSA.

No need to fear for the two candidates, however.
They found their white knight in the guise of GUSA’s
constitutional council, which reinstated them when

year’s installment of Georgetown’s favorite studentassociation soap opera. Will GUSA enter into
atorrid love affair with SAC? Will it get into a car
wreck, get amnesia and, for some reason, forge
ahead with Common Sense II? All this and more,
next time on GUSA. Stay tuned.
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his life. In the wake

of his death,

concern

has

body will continue to remember Shick long after the report:
ers are gone.
Remember that Georgetown students are intelligent,
responsible, capable individuals. We take pride in ou
education and our school. I am outraged about the depiction of Georgetown during the past week. These stories
should not be about me or my roommates or even the people |
I saw in a bar last night.
14
i
They should be about David

fellow
Allow
should
about

ig
Shick.

ial
To us, he wasa

student, an athlete, and most importantly, a friend
Shick’s memory to continue as this, and what i
be, and not an excuse to create unnecessary concern
our campus and home.

CHANDA R. YARBOROUGH (SES ’00)
FEB. 27,2000

’00). In the article, her statement reads that

statement unfairly characterizes me as a prejudiced commis
sioner intent on expelling candidates from the election. The
Stroka/Ryan got more than a “fair shake.” The ticket, however,
was turned down in its appeals process because GUSA never
confirmed the constitutional council. The ticket, therefore, was

mistreated by the current GUSA executives who did not follow
the laws of its own constitution.
My decision to resign as election commissioner came
because I felt that T could not, in good conscience, contint
to work under Ron Palmese’s (MSB ’00) GUSA administré
tion because he did not provide the commission with
adequate constitutional information and support. Palmese’s
disrespectful treatment of the election commission an
disregard for the election commission’s authority was dis:
appointing and disheartening.
The assertion that I was responsible for unfairly admin:
istering a punitive measure hurt me deeply. I resigned my
position because I could not withstand the emotional tol
my role was taking on me. When a wrong has been commit
ted, I have a hard time looking the other way. I could not
compromise my code of ethics by continuing to work fora
individual who obviously did not appreciate my comuit
ment to upholding the bylaws of the election commission

utter untruth! In order for a ticket to be disqualified; a vote must

P. Flynn....................... Contributing

Gregg J. Blais, Sonya Chawla, Sean

Despite the resulting media frenzy, our close-knit student

“Tyman had decided to disqualify Stroka and Ryan before
hearing from the candidates.” This assertion is a complete and

Lawrence..................... Contributing

Editor
Editor

His death has touched all students, directly or indirectly.

Burzacchi (COL

Tom

News
News

FEB. 27,2000

The Feb. 22 death of David Shick is a tragedy that has
shocked the Georgetown community.
Students, faculty,
staff and friends have gathered to mourn Shick’s death and

As the former GUSA election commissioner, I am writing
this letter to correct some of the inaccurate statements made
in Dave Heaton’s article “Elections and Ejections: Wild Week
for GUSA” (Feb. 25, page 1.) On Feb. 21, the GUSA election
commission , after a hearing involving all concerned parties,
unanimously voted to disqualify the Stroka/Ryan ticket from
the presidential election campaign. Our ruling was based on
Paul Stroka’s (COL ’01) and Dan Ryan’s (COL 02) confirmation that an acquaintance of theirs, who was not a core
campaign staff member, destroyed several Epps/Burns fliers
just after midnight on Monday. The commission ruled that
since the individual, who tore down the fliers, also was posting
Stroka/Ryan fliers, which had been registered with the election
commission, he was a campaign worker. Bylaws state that any
ticket that destroys another candidate’s material is subject to
disqualification.
Unfortunately, THE Hova’s article does not accurately
convey the events of the meeting. Most disappointing to me,
on a personal level, is THE HoyA’s misquoting of Dominique

close, we wonder about what will happen in next

Ann

Dave Heaton..
Tim Sullivan......

(MSB ’00)

ELizaBETH ORrRZANO (COL ’00)

To THE EDITOR:

To THE EDITOR:

Now that this year’s election has come to a

Jeff

Karen

ELizaBeTH BenoiT

Former Election Head Recaps GUSA Week

we’ll always cherish about GUSA is the laughter.

Sarah Walsh
ib
Senior Sports Editor
KevindJoyce.................... Senior Guide Editor

lan-A. Palko: oi a

and tolerance that this campus so desperately needs. With
such apathy towards others and lack of community, it is ng
wonder so few alumni donate. Many students graduate
feeling that despite many incredible experiences over their
four years, their high school time provided a better atmo.
sphere for developing character and’ valuing community,
We would like to leave Georgetown, not just remember
ing our own specific friends and activities but also witha
pride that our fellow students cared about one anothera
a whole and that we have left Georgetown a better place,

arisen about the prevalence of drinking on and around
Georgetown’s campus. Alcohol is a large part of campus
life at most colleges today. Georgetown is not alone in this
trend. Sadly, the focus has shifted away from Shick and his
memory to the need for greater restriction on alcohol at
Georgetown.
The media has succeeded in turning our campus into a
circus. Recently a member of the media knocked on my door
and asked to use the telephone. (I am sure that her company
gives her access to a cell phone.) She then proceeded to
prod my roommates for information concerning Shick’s
death, which they refused to do. No one in my house knew
Shick personally, but we all had friends in common with him.

electoral process, resigned her position as election
commissioner on Thursday. She should have just
done what we did — sit back, enjoy the ride and
have a couple of giggles. GUSA may be continuously working on the One Card or getting a student
seat on the board of directors, but the one thing

TimLlewellyn........................... Photography Editor

Page

should encourage social activities that develop the respec

celebrate

Tyman, who had become so disenchanted with the

TimHaggerty..............ccccoo.n. Senior News Editor

Harten................... Editorial

of our classmate Dave Shick, defacement of the menorah and

other incidents of intolerance. The events do not represent the
individuals at Georgetown but result from our current culture.
Each of us who has ever had too much to drink and hurt
issue is lack of basic respect within our community.
Georgetown has a diverse, talented and fortunate student
body. We should appreciate the opportunities we have and
accept our obligation to respect our community. There are
limitless ways in which we are all involved, but few of us
make efforts to support different groups and unite. In this
way, the administration is equally at fault.
Not supporting Block Party and weakness in promoting
events like Spring Fest (does anyone even know what this

David J. Wong, Editor in Chief
Joe Musumeci, Managing Editor

Joe

was?) demonstrate, once again, the administration’s near
sightedness in not recognizing the deeper problem. They

someone else, either with words or otherwise, should share
in the blame. However, alcohol is not the problem; the larger

TaekHova
Gregg J. Blais........................ Senior Web Editor
Laurie Mingolelli........................ Viewpoint Editor

We write with concern over recent tragedies — the death

To THE EDITOR:

the two appealed the disqualification. Just when it
seemed that Stroka and Ryan had saved their candidacy, another twist hit the campaign trail. Unlike
actual white knights, the constitutional council is
appointed by GUSA President Ron Palmese (MSB
’00). And the GUSA assembly is supposed to swear
in this august body. Oh, but wait. That never happened. Just when Stroka and Ryan thought they were
back, GUSA’s stack of bylaws pulled them out.
If this had been any other organization, the hijinx would have ended there — but this is GUSA.

DeMartino..

Ge

Letters Question GU Focus After Death

administration has gone too far, too fast.

Sean

1

Letters to the Editor

GUSA’s Guiding Light

Students often complain about GUSA. They say
it’s ineffective and does not improve the students’
quality of life. Nonetheless, this past week, GUSA
has finally fought its way through bureaucracy, red
tape and archaic procedures to: provide something
that we here at Georgetown so desperately need —
comic relief. And how did GUSA members and
candidates make us chuckle? They handed out
humor by fighting amongst themselves.
It all started with a couple of GUSA presidential
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be put to the election commission. The move to eject a ticket
does not rest on the shoulders of the election commissioner.
The misquoting of Burzacchi in conjunction with Stroka’s

KEerr1 Tyman (COL *00)
FEB. 27,2000
Epitor’s Note: THE Hoya stands by its reporting.

Binge Drinking Comment Upsets Resident
To THE EDITOR:

-

I am just one of many Washingtonians who, while
listening to the TV reportage of the death of David Shick,
was aghast by the Georgetown student who oxymoronically
defended “responsible binge drinking” on camera. Was it his
love of “binge drinking” alone which led him to eagerly
embarrass himself and the entire university community on

prime time TV news? Is he typical of Georgetown student |*
today? Perhaps Georgetown University should consider evalt
ating its admissions standards. What a bozo!
JAMES C. SWEENEY
GEORGETOWN RESIDENT
FEB. 28,2000
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I watched my roommate not smile for the

past week. I watched him barely speak. I stared
into his eyes and, saw the indescribable sadness, the perplexed gaze.

atmo

unity,

Isaw a 20-year-old man coping with the loss
of a friend.

mberwitha
her as
place.

In the week since Dave’s death, every news

organization in Washington has provided live
footage of reporters on Healy lawn, interviews
with Dean of Students James A. Donahue and
shots of the now-infamous Lauinger parking lot.
The Washington

rectly.
tudent

report:
ligent,

event at Georgetown

in our

depicpeople |
wasa

ek

that boasts

a tremen-

dous police presence. Its cancellation was a
foregone conclusion once TV camera crews
and reporters appeared on campus.
In‘the past week, the'media has made Dave’s
death representative of all college drinking. No

stories

friend.
vhat it
oncern

Post saw it necessary to

connect this incident to the desecration of the
Red Square menorah in December and the
drawing of racist graffiti in Copley. Reporters
asked his friends questions at his wake.
Donahue canceled the Block Party, perhaps
the only open-to-all-classes, alcohol-selling

|

one in the media has painted a clear picture of
the incident. Questions remain as to how much

alcohol everyone drank and how Dave actually fell to the ground. The Post did not see an
injured student — it saw a college tragedy
aided by alcohol.
But that is not the story. The story is that
David Shick, Georgetown Hoya, died last Tuesday. He was injured on campus, surrounded
by other Hoyas and died at Georgetown’s
hospital. Alcohol does not matter. Arguments
do not matter. Dave matters.
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Never: Think of that. Never to hug his father.
Never to kiss his mother. Never to kick a soccer
ball. Never to raise a family. Never to cut class.
Never to be another smiling face among his
fellow members of the Class of 2001.
Dave will never walk across Copley Lawn
again. Some people will live with the memory

came
ntinue
nistra1 with
nese’s

of watching him fall, watching the blood pour

n and

I know he liked soccer and I know that his
neighbors considered him the model child.
The newspapers told me that.
Iknow that Dave was one of the sweetest men
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out of his head. Some will live with the memory
of a haunting phone call.
Two will live without a son.
Itis hard to eulogize a man that I never met.

my roommate has ever known. He told me that.

But I will never know what he was like. I will
never shake his hand. I will not feel the loss like
his friends. I will not be even able to compre-

hend the loss of his parents.
There are many people on Georgetown’s
campus that we walk by every day. People. Not
political points. Not symbols. Not emblems of
issues. People.
And Dave is one I shall never meet. Still,
sitting on my couch with my roommate, I feel
the loss.
Days on the Hilltop appears every Tuesday

aspect of this

legitimate

Block Part

a

re

Others have defaced property,

a Rn

a

on the Hilltop, but the mere fact that the events

occurring at Georgetown of late, it seems inap-

propriate to bemoan the university’s suspension of one day’s event, an event that may take
place anyway with the ANC’s approval.
This debate over Block Party brings several
issues to the forefront of the recent scrutiny of
Georgetown’s culture. In order to address a
campus culture that relies so heavily on alcohol, the university’s response must be more
than simply reactive. It must build on the
foundation that the Campus Culture Task Force
has established, when last spring, it comprised

The Block Party is usually an orderly event,

that we do depend on are ones such as Block
Party is symptomatic of a greater problem.
Donahue should not be criticized for refusing to
endorse an event that contributes to a campus
culture that relies excessively on alcohol. While
it is not possible for the university to prevent the
occasional unfortunate incident from occurring
or to prevent students from consuming alcohol,
Donahue’s decision shows that he is concerned
about the state of student life and wishes to
improve it.
To cite the lack of tailgating and insufficiencies of Homecoming as major reasons to keep
Block Party in the hopes of bolstering school
spirit does not take into account the reality that
a member of our community died. Surely, this
consideration outweighs all others. To simply

though it occasionally causes incidents related

admit there is a drinking culture, and that events

indeed

“TAKE

BLOCK

PARTY,

important

issues,

in light of the

recent incidents at Georgetown, the university’s
resolution to withdraw its support from the
event is unquestionably justified.

enacting

change.

Considering the enormity

a thorough

of the incidents

and well-educated

report. As

Donahue reconvenes that committee in the
next few weeks, they should continue to seek
viable options to alcohol use for Georgetown
students.
While it is unfortunate that Georgetown
students may lose an event which many find

including a menorah, while intoxicated. Restricting excessive alcohol
use near campus is a reasonable

and prudent move in response.
enjoyable, it is ultimately the virtue of charity that one must consider in this decision.
One

student died, under

circumstances

that

are still unknown. Others have defaced property, including a menorah, while intoxicated.
Restricting excessive alcohol use near campus is a reasonable and prudent move in
response.
Tom Johnson and Laurie Mingolelli are
members of THE HoyA’s editorial board.
Mingolelli

and Johnson are
the College.

sophomores

in

GUSA, as We Know It, Is Merely a Shell of Past Glory
Atmosphere of Self-Promotion, Not Self-Sacrifice, Permeates Student Government

Dave. (I call him Dave because in the wake of

that my roommate was his next-door neighbor
three years ago.
I only experienced Dave through my roommate. I watched my roommate hear the news of
Dave’s death. I watched him go out each night
to be with their mutual friends. I watched him
and 10 other guys pile into a Georgetownowned van on Friday night to make the 225-mile
trek to Long Valley, N.J., for Dave’s funeral.

like

LOSE

countless articles in THE Hoya and The Washington Post we tend to forget that the 20-yearold Dave is a person and not a symbol of
* Georgetown nightlife.) One connection is that
~ we both called ourselves Hoyas. The other is

;

I

Unity,” lamenting Dean of Students James
A. Donahue’s decision not to endorse
this spring’s Block Party contains several salient insights concerning school spirit and the
overall campus culture of Georgetown. It is also
correct in labeling Donahue’s decision as a
reactive one: It was made in the light of a series
_ of recent on and off-campus alcohol-related

are

basketball game with him or spent an afternoon with him.
For all I know, I never even walked across
Red Square while he stood with friends on the
other side.
I only have two human connections with

Ne

D

towards

cus misses the mark in its evaluation of this
decision not to endorse this hugely popular
event. While spirit and a sense of community

a

torious

o

attitude

and

incidents. However, the editorial’s primary fo-

out with him. I never shared a beer with
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him. I never spoke to him, or he to me. I

including

t
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Johnson

Laurie Mingolelli

NEVER KNEW DAVID A. SHICK. I NEVER HUNG

intoxication,

P

DT of
South food ats It wires erfieo
money for charities that depend on it. It is a
community-building event of which few remain
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A Loss That
‘Binds Us All
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GUSA PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION IS OVER AND SELF-HATE IS IN THE

air. It’s the self-hate of a student body that has once again
sold itself short by endorsing a pygmy institution with its
vote. You may be surprised that hundreds of voters are so willing
to undergo such a ritual of mass self-mutilation every year. But
just remember the millions of men who followed Napoleon into
Russia. Sometimes, the clarion call to defeat appeals more to
the human heart than the difficult and subtle call to selfdetermination.
A plucky freshman might be forgiven for assuming GUSA as
a sincere vehicle for change at Georgetown. Our new president,
however, can’t be allowed the same excuse. The intensity of his
campaign and the heart-felt tone of his platform reveal a familiarity with the system he successfully sought to captain. Unfortunately, that familiarity did not breed contempt. Instead, it bred
lust for the limelight.
Any student who has spent more than a year at Georgetown
must understand that the limelight is all GUSA can offer, and it
does so to a select caste of class representatives as well as an
executive board and its appointees. Win a simple election and
anyone can gain turn-key credibility as a leader on campus, as
well as instant access to a host of special functions with the
university president, deans and administrators. It also gets your
name in THE Hoya an awful lot, whether it belongs there or not.
What GUSA doesn’t allow students, however, is any true call

to leadership. GUSA is, and has never aspired to be more than,
an assembly of students with advisory powers. In fact, its only
literal, non-advisory power is that of appointment to ostentatious offices like Student Activities Commission commissioner
and the like. Those offices earn their holders a lot of publicity and
recognition but earn Georgetown students little else. In fact,
when

boiled

down

to its essence,

GUSA

merely

becomes

a

monopoly

holder

on

the

limelight

of

student leadership, which it distributes through a totem-pole of
appointments where notoriety dims and the opportunity for true
leadership has barely ever shone through.
Some would say, this is our system, and we should work to
improve it. We should, like recent candidates promised to do if
elected, “get some” or “demand more.” Then again, candidates

for GUSA have always wrapped themselves in that same banner
of action so that they might climb to an office where accountability is rare but fame is abundant. A careful survey of GUSA’s
activities over the past three years does not offer much hope as
to the assembly’s ability to effect any real leadership on campus.
The defeat of the zoning overlay two years ago is often invoked,
but that was almost entirely the work of then-fledgling Campaign Georgetown. GUSA executives, then and now, have
shown a keen ability to join bandwagons that were pretty sturdy
without their support in the first place. But thus is the nature of
the limelight: It is easily amplified but leaves nothing behind in
its place once extinguished.
:
But student leadership can and should be about a lot more
than resolutions and committees and unbridled lust for the
limelight. It once was, and it came from nowhere else than the
will of the students themselves. We used to have a student
government that reckoned with the university president over
major decisions made on campus. That government was called

the Yard. It was composed entirely of students, run entirely by
students and represented them not according to the very
arbitrary category of year of graduation (why not major or home
state?) but according to the clubs and organizations into which
they poured their time. It was a rare phenomenon, an institution
that truly sprung from the ground up, with roots so sincere and
a mandate so strong that no offer of the limelight could undermine them.
But that is exactly what we have done with our endorsement

of GUSA. In 1968, freshmen representatives destroyed the Yard
by denying it a quorum. It was, to them, unfair, inequitable and
anachronistic in its sole focus on the College (the Schools of
Foreign Service and Nursing had their own student governments).
What they gave us in its place was GUSA, a body heavy on
representation and light on action. What the university administration has given us in turn is its loving embrace and an opportunity at
celebrity, and why not? We willingly destroyed an institution which
they could not control, one which had eerily sprung from true student
initiative and which could, as a result, challenge the administration

with a nearly century-long tradition backing it up. So many years later,
we hunger for that student initiative we once disdained, and wonder

why we have a SAC, an Office of Student Programs and a GUSA,
instead of a true seat of student authority, which we know we deserve.
Some speak of a student senate, but betray their own aspirations
for the GUSA-esque limelight with the smarmy media-whore actions
they take in forming one. Others speak of bringing back the Yard,
which is impossible. The Yard was a product of its time, and that time
died. We killed it ourselves. We could, if we so wished, once again
build the foundation for true student government. It would take years
to build momentum, and would require the discipline of turning one’s
back to the university administration and its loving, poisonous
embrace. Its founders would never get written up in THE Hoya, and
would be the target of immeasurable scorn. Instead, we choose to take
what has been given us: a pithy, formalistic joke of a student assembly
and claim to reform it, all the while enjoying the dinners with father
president, the quotes and photos in THE Hoya and all the other easy
perks. Such a choice, when clearly laid out, might not make sense, but
neither did a million-man march into the snows of the Ukraine.
Some day, students may realize their worth and create and not
demand for themselves the institutions they deserve. But not today.
Self-hate, at least for now, is the law of the land at Georgetown.
iii1Jordon Nardino

is a senior in the College.

Diversity and Georgetown: How Far Away Were We?
Recent Criticisms of Georgetown Faculty, Community Prove Inaccurate
NDER THE SIREN CALLS OF GEORGETOWN’S
new gods, “ diversity,” “sensitivity”
and “tolerance,” a movement spearheaded by the campus left is now afoot. At stake
is the very existence of student intellectual life
and the educational mission of the university as
traditionally understood. Now, as a result of the
recent acts of vandalism in which a few ignorant
students mindlessly promulgated ‘a personal
philosophy that to all rational beings is selfevidently corrupt, a new but equally pernicious
group of individuals has arisen who are dedicated to promoting an ideology of victimization
that, at base, is predicated upon the simpleminded notion that Georgetown’s faculty and
most of the students who go here are intrinsically racist.

Among the proposals suggested by members of this group are “sensitivity training”
seminars for faculty and mandatory “diversity
courses” for students, all done in the name of
providing an “open” and “tolerant” academic
community. Not only are these proposals condescending and disrespectful to students, faculty and minorities in general, but also they are
derived illegitimately from the hysteria created
in the aftermath of the vandalism caused by
only a few of the approximately 6,000 students
who attend Georgetown.
The idea that all faculty members undergo
“sensitivity training” seminars implicitly states
that there is something fundamentally wrong
with the way they now teach or deal with students. If this is really the case, why haven’t any
faculty members been exposed and disciplined

for insensitivity or discrimination? Could it be
that no substantive examples of such actions
exist and that rather than truly desiring faculty
who are by all accounts sensitive to the needs
of minority students, those behind the proposals possess ulterior motives?
Entrenching the therapeutic belief that all
minorities are oppressed and all American institutions oppressive seems to
be a likely answer. With such
RoBERT
notions firmly in place, it then
becomes possible, through
guilt and moral indignation, to
demand privileged treatment
in the form of special policies
and programs (such as affirmative action) that directly
benefit the individuals making the demands.
Sensitivity, like all other
concepts, is only good up until
a point. When sensitivity becomes poisonous is when it is
used to dismantle an environment of free political discourse and when a
person’s own opinion of sensitivity is turned
into an entitlement to never be disagreed with
or offended. Often times, sensitivity is twisted
into forcing others to agree to a particular politi-

cal agenda

in the hopes

of avoiding being

assigned the label of insensitive, or worse yet,

intolerant. Like tolerance (a true understanding
of which requires sitting at a table and listening
to the other side speak and which, despite what
some may otherwise claim, is not the repression

of other persons’ opinions, however disgusting they may be) and diversity, sensitivity has
now become synonymous with coercing people

into following the ideological agendas of the
radical left.
Diversity, rightly understood, is not the melanin bean counting commonly found in admissions and hiring, nor is it the categorical examination of authors of every identity group that is seen in the
SwoprE
curriculum, solely for the sake
of having someone of a different gender or color represented. True diversity consists in the diversity of ideas.
It puts together an intellectuSed
Contra

ally heterogeneous

group

of

individuals and creates an
environment of free, reasoned
and intense academic debates.
Diversity is not an end and
by itself possesses no inherent value. Rather, it is a means

to discovering and coming to
know through the process of the dialectic, the
truth of things. Whether or not an idea has merit
is based not upon the background of the individual but whether it can hold up to the intellectual scrutiny that all ideas must be held to if they
are to be considered of any academic value. It
is this type of diversity that universities, if they
are to be institutions dedicated to educating
men and women of reason and discernment,
must preserve.
While requiring students to study non-Western

in THE Hoya.

cultures, when properly implemented, can be an
entirely noble and worthwhile activity, sucha course,
while appropriately ‘acknowledging it, should not
unnecessarily dwell on people’s history of oppression, which then leads to a victimist mentality, and
much of which is done in an ideological desire to
deligitimize Western civilization. To truly study
another culture, one must be exposed to how its
members provided answers to the enduring questions of mankind: How do you live a good life? Does
God exist? What does this reality of ours mean and
what is its purpose? It requires the study of another
culture’s Plato, Dante and Shakespeare. In the
course of such study, one need not embark into a

game of “let’s pretend” and delve into the nihilistic
relativism of assuming that the great texts are spread
evenly among all cultures.

Itis one of the tasks of the university, and the true
task of multiculturalism, to expose students to other
civilizations in the hopes of enlarging the body of
knowledge from which students may draw so that
they may find suitable answers to questions about
the nature of man, how one should live life or in what
way the best political regime is ordered. This is the
end of diversity that Georgetown must strive to
attain, and in so doing, reject the opinions of those
who wish to revolutionize the university and seem
intent on institutionalizing a superficial diversity in
the hopes of turning this educational establishment
into an institution no longer concerned with merely
educating students but bent on implementing the
political and social goals of the state.
Sed Contra

appears

every other Tuesday

in

THE HovA.
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Campus Opinion:
Going to New York City

What are your plans for Spring Break?

Compiled by RuthieBraunstein
and Tim Sullivan

Casual sex

Celebrating our GUSA victory

Anthony House, MSB’03

Sarah Goldstein, COL’03
Rebecca Roth, COL’03

Jacques Arsenault, COL’01
Tawan Davis, COL’01

Julie Sarsfield, COL’03

Going home to Candyland
John Christianson, COL’03

I’m working for party money.
Heidi Broome-Raines, COL’02
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Robbery Falsely Reported in Attempt at Paper Extension
under

discussion

at the

bargaining

session,

The administration is considering joining the
Worker’s Rights Consortium, an independent
monitoring system that would enforce a code of
conduct prohibitive of human right abuses.
Ron Henriksen, president of ARTI, said the
administration is receptive to the idea of a

TUCSON, Ariz., Feb. 25 — University police

arrested a University of Arizona student Monday after he falsely told police he was robbed at
gunpoint in an attempt at extending the due date
on a term paper.
Peter Bernstein, 18., told police Sunday a
Hispanic man held a gun to him and stole his
wallet near Manzanita-Mohave Residence Hall
on North Park Avenue. Bernstein then helped
UAPD detective Jose Sprigg form a composite
sketch of the alleged suspect. But after a UA
Grounds and Labor employee found Bernstein’s
wallet Monday with no contents missing in a
garbage can near La Paz Residence Hall, Sprigg
became suspicious, and asked Bernstein if he
was telling the truth, police reports stated.
Bernstein then admitted to falsifying the report,
Sprigg said.
“Peter is not a bad kid,” Sprigg said. “He just
made a mistake. We see a lot of abnormal activity from students when they are under a lot of
academic stress. We just wish they would cope
with the stress in a more productive matter.”
Bernstein was cited on suspicion of false reporting Monday morning after he spoke with
Sprigg for a second time.
Sgt. Michael Smith, UAPD spokesman, said
falsifying reports will not be tolerated by the
department.
According to the police report, Bernstein
made a comment to Sprigg about hoping a UA
sanitation worker would find his wallet. When
Sprigg asked about the comment, Bernstein
said he needed an extra day on his paper and
made the story up, the report stated.
— Dylan McKinley, Arizona Daily Wildcat

ITY
kN

“pilot program”
WRC

A list of questions
concerning

UM Police Lieutenant Charles Gatewood said
City Police notified campus security immediately. Gatewood said hospital personnel and
Missoula police gathered evidence from the
victim at the hospital. Gatewood added the
investigation is ongoing with city police and
campus security working in tandem.
Residence Life Director Ron Brunell said he
found out about the alleged rape on Sunday and
is leaving the situation to authorities to investigate. Brunell said he hasn’t seen documentation about the incident, nor does he know who

the suspect is. He added that the outcome of the
investigation could jeopardize the suspect’s
standing in the dorm.
— Nate Schweber, Montana Kaimin

Nursing School Decides
To Actively Recruit Men

MISSOULA, Mont., Feb. 24 — A 21-year-old

woman said she was raped in a Craig Hall dorm
room late Saturday night, according to Missoula
Police. No arrests have been made, police said,

but the initial suspect is a University of Montana student.
Missoula Police Detective Sergeant Mike
Brady said the woman, who is not a UM student
and doesn’t live in Missoula, drove herself to

St. Patrick Hospital around 6 a.m. Sunday morning. “She had no injuries other than the sexual
.assault,” Brady said. “She was examined and
released.”

of the

structural

from the administration
and

financial

matters

Students Protest Ban
On Affirmative Action

A

In Residence Hall

the auspices

was given to NO SWEAT! to answer before
any final decision is made.
* — Joseph S. Pete, Indiana Daily Student

UNI

Student Alleges Rape

under

so long as more information is provided,

IOWA CITY, Iowa, Feb. 24 — A projected
nursing shortage in Iowa within the next few
years has the University of Iowa College of
Nursing wanting to tap into a new resource. The
school is implementing a “Men In Nursing Task
Force” in March that will outline recruitment
plans and counteract the prevailing notion that
nursing is an exclusively female profession.
Iowa is expected to suffer an acute shortage
of nurses because women are becoming attracted to such fields as engineering and medicine, and, at the same

time, many

nurses

are

retiring, said Kennith Culp, a UI assistant pro-

fessor of nursing and a recruitment committee
member. An all-male recruitment team is expected visit high schools and generate publicity for male nurses by talking to prospective
students, guidance counselors and coaches.
The members hope that these measures will
increase the nursing school’s male population
of 4 percent to 15 percent, Culp said.
Though the UI is taking great strides in
recruitment and gender awareness, it still has
work to do, said UI senior nursing student
Kelby Scandrett. He said the curriculum is subconsciously still directed toward a female audience. For example, when explaining menstrual
cycles and other female-related issues, Scandrett
said, teachers glaze over terms and definitions
that females understand and males don’t. At the
same time, they cover prostate health in greater
detail. Some textbooks exclude males when the
only instruction given is in terms of “she,”
Scandrett said. Male class members also suffer
socially because they are the minority, he said.
The scope of the recruitment campaign goes
further than the UI, Culp said. Efforts to attract
male nurses will target Iowa and surrounding
states, but the campaign isn’t just to bring
students to the UI — it’s to increase society’s
acceptance of male nurses in general.
Culp said nurses should be caring and compassionate, and those qualities aren’t specifically limited to females. But, the media’s limited
portrayal of nurses and high schools’ lack of
recognition of opportunities in nursing discourages males.
— Lisa Livermore, The Daily Iowan

Manufacturers Protest

Full Disclosure Policy
BLOOMINGTON, Ind., Feb. 24, — Fifteen
companies have discontinued manufacturing
Indiana University apparel since the school
began requiring full public disclosure of factory
locations,

University

officials announced

at a

meeting with anti-sweatshop group NO
SWEAT! in the Indiana Memorial Union Monday. Having such information in the open is
essential to taking steps against human rights
abuses tied to sweatshop

labor, activists said.

The Licensing and Trademarks Office sent
letters to about 600 IU licensees notifying
them that they would have to disclose the
addresses of their factories. The university
will break off business relations with companies that do not comply. The deadline was Jan.
31. University officials said they are satisfied
with the outcome.
Another 237 companies, about 40 percent of
all licensees, have not yet acknowledged the
notification of policy change. Because so few
responded, another notification will be sent
out, giving licensees until March 31 before
action is taken.
The next step in the process to ending university complicity in sweatshop labor was also

BERKELEY, Calif., Feb. 25 A
—
University of
California-Berkeley professor said at a campus
rally Thursday that he hopes to see his initiative
to bring back affirmative action on the 2002
ballot. Ethnic studies professor Ronald Takaki
said California voters were not properly informed on the results of affirmative action when
they voted to ban the use of racial and gender
preferences with the passage of Proposition
209 in 1996.
The proposed ballot measure, called the California Equality Initiative, would make it lawful
for the state to consider race, gender and socioeconomic class in hiring but would not reinstate
the use of quotas. Takaki called on the student
body presidents at all nine UC campuses to
endorse the initiative.
Student protesters have modified their priorities, giving precedence to a symbolic measure
renouncing affirmative action admissions policies in the UC system rather than overhauling
the current system that pervades the entire
state of California. The regents passed two
measures in 1995 that effectively ended the use
of affirmative action in admissions practices for
the UC system. California voters later passed
Prop. 209, which was a statewide ban on the use
of racial and gender preferences.
Speakers on campus yesterday said that if |
the regents reverse the ban on the use of racial
and gender preferences in admissions policies,
it would stymie national attacks on affirmative
.action. Reversing the regents’ ban would be
purely a symbolic measure since state law takes
precedence over decisions made by the board.
In the wake of Prop. 209, other tates are taking
similar measures.
— Renada Rutmanis, Daily Californian
— Compiled from the University Wire

BIG EAST TOURNAMENT
STUDENT TICKETS
WILL GO ON SALE TO
STUDENT SEASON TICKET
HOLDERS
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1, 2000
AT 10:00 A.M.
Students must purchase their own ticket with their own ID.
Tickets will be $40.00 ($10.00 per session).
All tickets are to be paid in cash.

If any tickets remain after Wednesday, March 1
They may be purchased by any Georgetown student
with a valid ID.

When Sanjay Garla left college, he doubted whether his classroom lessons related to
the real world. But joining AmeriCorps helped him make the connection he had been
lacking. By the end of the year, he had launched a public education drive to help
community residents get the health care they needed. “AmeriCorps challenged me
and helped me grow,” Sanjay says. “After that year, | returned to school with new
skills and a better sense of direction.”
For best AmeriCorps*VISTA Placements beginning Summer/Fall 2000
We recommend you submit your application by March 15th

Applications available online at www.americorps.org
or by calling 1-800-942-2677

AmeriCorps:
Are you up to
the challenge?

Tuesday, February 29, 2000
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For the AE store nearest you call 1.888.A-Eagle-5

This coupon is valid for one time use March 8th thru March 28th, 2000. You must present this coupon to receive your discount. Only one coupon or discount
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University President Leo J. O'Donovan, S.J., spoke with students in the wake of the death of junior David Shick.

Students’ Concerns Addressed

To save his planet,

TOWN HALL, rroMm Pp. 1
funeral but fell sick and had to cancel.
Donahue said the administration has
been at the Shick family’s side ever
since the death and asked students to
let the family decide whether or not the
university has been well represented.
Both Donahue and friends of Shick
emphasized that it is presumptuous to
make a connection between Shick’s
death and alcohol consumption. The
question was raised in light of reports
that Donahue did not endorse the annual Block Party, which raises money
for charity in part by selling alcohol,
because of Shick’s death.
Donahue said after the meeting that
“endorsing an event where alcohol is
one of the main drives is not the responsible thing to do” in light of recent events both on and off-campus.
These events include the toppling of
the Jewish Student Association

an alien must

find a woman
on Earth
to have his baby.
IN

just
SCE

problem.

menorah

in December,

in which

complaints from off campus and said
there was not a one-to-one relationship

between

Shick’s

death

and

his

decision.
death was “a terrible [and] irreparable

need

for viable

options to

concerts.

Donahue was open to the possibility
of using available space, like Sellinger

David’s mother, as a “pillar of strength”

Lounge and McDonough Gymnasium,
to help address these concerns.
O’Donovan said that students have

who wanted the student body to know

the responsibility, when confronted with

loss,”

and

praised

Debbie

Shick,

the value of kindness in relationships
with one another.
Both O’Donovan and Donahue asked
students not to engage in idle speculation over the incident leading up to Shick’s
death while the Metropolitan Police Department is still investigating the matter.
Donahue pledged to let the student body
know the results of the investigation as
soon as they. are released.

As the floor was opened for questions

and

answers,

the

focus

soon

shifted from Shick’s death to the relationship between students and admin-

the

the

drinking on weekends, to the desire for
a student center, to requests for venues to hold

O’Donovan, who began the meeting
with a brief address, said that Shick’s

perpetrator was intoxicated. Donahue
said there have been times in the past
when he has not endorsed the Block
Party because of a large volume of

from

istrators

at Georgetown,

which

many

students feel is inadequate for fostering a healthy campus culture.
Students raised concerns ranging

the choice of excessive drinking on
weekends, to “reject the bad example”
When asked after the meeting why
he thought the focus changed as it did,

Donahue said, “What I saw tonight
was a community in pain ... whena
community

|

is in pain, it lashes out in

very unfocused ways ... I like to believe |
that we work much better together than
stated tonight.”
f
Provost Dorothy Brown, who was
also at the meeting, pledged the |
faculty’s support and desire to meet
with and listen to students in the future, *
The town hall meeting took placein
Sellinger Lounge in the Leavey Center.
It was sponsored by the Senior Class

Committee.

Write-In Ticket Wins Election |

ELECTION, From P. 1
The Erlich/Klein campaign originally
protested the results of the election,
saying that write-in votes written as
Tawan/Jacques and Jacques/Tawan
should count in separate totals. Acting
Election Commissioner Arjay Yao (COL
’00) said that the election commission
ruled that as long as both Davis’ and
Arsenault’s names appeared on the
ballot, then the vote would

count for

them. He said that the decision was
made well before the election season
began by the entire election commission, which was also granted the authority to make decisions on the night
of the election.
Yao said that in order for a vote to

UTHIE BRAUNSTEIN/7HE
Hot

Winners Tawan Davis and Jacques Arsenault discuss their victory with GUTV

count for a write-in candidate, both can-

reporter Brian Walsh.

didates’ names had to appear, regardless of the order in which they appeared.
Yao said that the Erlich/Klein campaign
was “definitely entitled to an appeal.”
Erlich said that the GUSA election is
“a tough thing to lose,” but was happy
with the showing he and Klein had
made. “I’m sure glad to see 520 people,
despite what was written about us,
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He also said that he felt their campaign
had made a contribution to the
Georgetown community. “With all the
people we united and the issues we put
on the table, it shows that these ideas are
starting to get acceptance on campus.”

Erlich said both he and Klein will
continue to work within GUSA and
with Davis and Arsenault to “make
sure their ideas are realized ... it’s about

keeping people together.”
Jasper Ward (COL ’00), who worked
on the Erlich/Klein campaign, said that
they will not appeal the election
commission’s

decision.

“It’s

we appealed to the same type of
people.”
Arsenault said that his and Davis’ decision to run as write-in candidates was
a conscious one. “We thought, if we were
.

committed to us,” Erlich said.

CETvy

man class, but they did a better job of
getting out the seniors and juniors, and

over,”

Ward said. “We beat them in the fresh-

elected, it wouldn’t be by accident,”
Arsenault said. He also said that their

victory “shows evidence of a desire for
the student association to become more
responsive to student concerns.”
Arsenault said that his and Davis’
election “shows that despite the talk of
apathy, it shows that students really do
care ... it took a lot of effort to write in
our names ... its exciting, hopefully we
can capitalize on that.”
Davis said he thought “Georgetown
students were asking GUSA to be different.”
He also said that he needed to talk
with students as well as the new GUSA
assembly before determining the priorities of his administration. Arsenault

said he thought the priorities for him are
finding housing for sophomores, increasing communication between
GUSA and students and “establishing
regular communications with the ad-

ministration and faculty.”
The election caps off a chaotic GUSA
campaign season, one in which Elec
tion Commissioner Kerry Tyman (COL
’01) resigned and Paul Stroka (SFS ’02)
and Dan Ryan (MSB ’02) withdrew
from the campaign.
Yao said that the Stroka/Ryan ticket
received several write-in votes, but not

enough to warrant classifying them as
a write-in ticket separate from the get
eral “write-in pool.”
Davis and Arsenault succeed cur
rent GUSA executives Ron Palmese

(MSB °00) and Denis Scott (COL 02);
whose term will end in March when the
GUSA general assembly approves the
election

of Davis

and Arsenault, who

are presently president-elect and vice

president-elect.

|
i

ANC to Vote on Fate of Block Par
BLOCK

PARTY, rroM P. 1 |

year. We don’t want to give up till we
have given it a shot,” Owens said.
Last semester, the ANC approved
the block party by a 5-3 vote. Four of the
seven current members of the ANC
voted for the Block Party last semester.
If those four commissioners vote the
same way tonight, the Block Party will
go on as scheduled, Owens said.

LA
BY
Rat

Matt Payne (COL °01), an ANC commissioner, said that he believes the four

CC

O

M1

N

G

wl ®

who voted for the Block Party will vote
for it again tonight, although he said he
could not be certain. He said that the
university’s withdrawal of support will
probably not affect those commissioners’ votes.
“If Shick’s death was due to a Block
Party, I would be voting against it. It
was due to underaged, unsupervised
drinking, which is exactly what the Block

J

Party isn’t,” he said.
In the past week, ABC officials have
inspected a number of area bars, ac-

to make sure there is no doubt that

cording to several local bar owners.

managers to re-check ID’s if they feel it
necessary,” he said.

According to Claude Anderson, Cor-

porate Operations Manager for Clyde’s
Restaurant group, which operates The
Tombs, the ABC is “basically hitting
every single bar.” The ABC visited The
Tombs on last Saturday night, and
Anderson said that they came due to
the Shick’s death.
Anderson said that The Tombs’ business has not been affected by the incident

because

the

restaurant/bar’s

ba-

sic crowd is of age. Although he said
The Tombs’ “has always had a very

customers are over 21. We have also

had meetings with our service staffand

Anderson said that he agrees witl

The Tombs’ decision to change the “9.
Days” tradition from drinking a beer 0
justdrinking any beverage. The 99 gi
tradition calls for seniors go to The
Tombs and drink beer every night of
the last 99 days before graduation. =

Anderson said that he has not beef
contacted by the university concerti
ing the ‘incident.
;
John Gliatis, manager of Georgetowl™ |

Station, said that although they have

hard line on checking ID’s at the door,”

always had a strict policy concerniig

the staff has increased its measures to
weed out underage drinkers.

measures

“In the face of this incident, we have

had several meeting with our doormen

identification, he, too, has taken exif

to make

sure no one falls

through the cracks in light of Shick’s
death.
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While TIAA-CREF
invests for the long term,
it’s nice to see performance
like this today.

TIAA-CREF

delivers

impressive

results

like these

by

combining two disciplined investment strategies.
In our equity accounts, for example, we combine

CREF GLOBAL EQUITIES ACCT.

36.05%22.02"|18.75"

active management with enhanced indexing. With two
strategies,
performance

we

have

two

ways

to

opportunities—helping

seek

out

to make

your

investments work twice as hard.
EXPENSE RATIO
CREF GLOBAL
EQUITIES

INDUSTRY
AVERAGE

0.37

1.92

Combine

this with

our low

| Expenses and you'll see how

1 YEAR
AS OF 12/31/99

SINCE INCEPTION
5/1/92

With over $250 billion in assets, we're the world’s largest
retirement

company

and

the

leading

choice

on

America’s

campuses.

If

that

sounds

good

to

you, consider this number 1 800-842-2776. Call and find

TIAA-CREF stands apart from

out

the competition.

and tomorrow.

Ensuring
the future
for those
who shape it."

5 YEARS
AS OF 12/31/99

how

TIAA-CREF

1 800

can

work

for

you

today

842-2776

www.tiaa-cref.org

1.The investment results shown for the CREF variable annuity reflect past performance and are not indicative of future rates of return. These returns and the value of the principal you

have invested will fluctuate, so the shares you own may be more or less than their original price upon redemption. Foreign stock markets are subject to additional risks from changing
currency values, interest rates, government regulations, and political and economic conditions. 2. TIAA-CREF expenses are subject to change and are not guaranteed for the future. 3.
Source: Morningstar, Inc. 12/31/99, tracking 279 world stock mutual funds. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. distributes CREF certificates and interests in the TIAA Real
Estate Account. Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distributes the variable component of the personal annuities, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. TIAA and TIAA-CREF
Life Insurance Co. issue insurance and annuities. TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services. Investment prod ucts are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed. For more complete information on CREF, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2776, ext. 5509, for the prospectus. Read it carefully before you invest or send money.©
2000 TIAA-CREF 1/00.
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Students Plan Spring Breaks of Fun and Servicep;

17
i®

SPRING BREAK, from p. 1
asylum or who hope to gain asylum.
They will then cross the border to
Ciudad Juarez and stay at a squatter
settlement. Hernandez explained

4

~~

Cond

ON CAMPUS
Investigation Continues
Into Manhole Explosions
While

the cause

of the Feb.

18

manhole

explosions

that this settlement is where work-

is still unknown,

ers who are employed in textile factories live. The group will also stay
at a shelter for battered women and
one for undocumented immigrants.
Hernandez says the group plans
to tour American factories in the
area which are major employers of
Mexican workers, attend immigration hearings and speak to people
who work in border control.
“There is not a lot of hands-on
work, but there is a lot of learning

the

Potomac Electric Power Co., released a report last Friday indicating their
preliminary judgements and areas of investigation.
Pepco, according to the report, has hired a consultant who specializes in
forensic investigations and is working closely with the Fire Department, which
.is being assisted by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms.
The report indicated that possible factors that caused the explosions could be
the degradation of cable insulation due to snow removal chemicals, recent
roadway construction or the emergency repair to a gas leak in the vicinity two
weeks earlier.
According to the report, it is unlikely due to the strength and location of the
manhole explosions relative to the location of the cables, that the explosions
were caused simply by gases created by burning cable insulation. “The
presence of another agent such as natural gas or sewer gas must be considered,” the report said.
Pepco’s ongoing activities in response to the explosions are an analysis of the
cables to determine whether increased demand

and

destroyed

said.

ter in Kentucky, while one group is
slated to go to an Native American
reservation in North Carolina.
“We try to offer students a different
option than the normal spring break,”
Mcintosh said. Tim Sheldon (COL °01),
group leader of the group going to the
southeast corner of Kentucky and
three-time Summer in Appalachia participant, explained that his group will
mainly be doing construction work at
the Cranks Creek Survival Center. Fourteen students will be traveling to Kentucky and will stay in facilities provided
for volunteers. The center is run by
Becky and Bobby Simpson, who are
known for their dedication to helping
the poor in the area, Sheldon said.
McIntosh said the area is “one of the
poorest counties in the United States.”
In previous years, said Sheldon, the
group has done work at sites near the
survival center such as building a child
care center. The area around the shelter

see, North Carolina, West Virginia or

Virginia to do community service in
areas McIntosh termed “some of the
most often overlooked and poorest
places in the nation.”
“Each year we take as many
Georgetown

students as we can mus-

ter,” said McIntosh. Though 63-person contingent is less than’ years
past, McIntosh is optimistic about
the program.
According

to McIntosh,

there

are

five trips running for approximately a
week each. One group will go to
Asheville, N.C., to work with Habitat

for Humanity, another to Tennessee,
one to St. Paul in southern West Virginia, another to the Cranks Creek Shel-

was heavily polluted by strip, Die
that occurred when coal was mind SIS.
in the past students

have assisteqey’ 11

cleaning that as well. A lack of

ksgunt:

structure in the area, Sheldon said,

jurth Wi

led in the past to the need fo volygSome!
teers to help dig trenches for Soweto Of
and install septic tanks.
; nce
“We never know exactly whatyg

ty, as |

going to do until we get the IE, gh t
Sheldon said.
ga clo
The trip involves more than j°

work, however. Sheldon said hy:mut
past years volunteers from George" Bg¢
have attended a revival in order,
to know the community, ong

said is quite devout. Volunteer's

from many different places work
shelter, which

gieetio!

gives Georgetowy

keep |

dents the opportunity to meet sijufiWing
from other schools.
2103 ors Of
“We have a lot of fun sharing mgjmbols
cooking for each other ‘and liv
ere «
gether,”

Sheldon

said..
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Palmese Looks Back on Year as President:
PALMESE,

rroMm p. 1

The university-wide e-mail system is being revamped this summer,

sidewalk.

. The cables involved in the fire were installed in 1981 and a preliminary
inspection of the removed cables shows those areas not affected by the fire are
n “good condition,” according to the report.
The report concludes that that Pepco has “not identified anything at this time
that suggests a larger problem exists within the distribution system in Georgetown.”
A final report will be issued by Pepco by March 20.
Andreas

Hernandez

versities have been conducting similar
programs for significantly longer.
Co-president of Spring Break in
Appalachia Michael McIntosh (COL
’00) explained that 63 Georgetown students will travel to Kentucky, Tennes-

fin't ne

could have caused the fire, the

—

discussion,”

Students will be exposed first-hand
to economic and immigration issues.
This will be the second year that
the program
has existed at
Georgetown, although other uni-

monitoring of manholes for gas in the next several weeks and the restoration of
the

gday;

Tuesday, February 29 jj

Palmese said, which was one of the

proposals of his platform last year.
In addition, the diversity committee
has hosted a number of events in
the last year and is currently working toward a day to celebrate international cultures at Georgetown later
this semester.
Coming after demands from
GUSA, University President Leo J.

Andrea

University, ‘West Wing’
Discuss On-Campus Filming

O’Donovan, S.J., delivered the first

state of the school address earlier
this year. Palmese said that he is
looking to have a question and answer session with O’Donovan and
students later this semester.
In the rest of his time, Palmese
hopes to tie up some loose ends. The

The West Wing, the NBC hit White House drama starring Martin Sheen and
Rob Lowe, was supposed to film on campus on Friday night, Jan. 28,
according to Gloria Lacap, director of protocol and events in the Office of
Public Affairs.
Lacap said the university was prepared to accommodate the filming. However,
the show’s trucks couldn’t get into Georgetown because they were having
trouble moving their trucks in the wake of the snow and ice storm that shut down
the university and much of the district that Tuesday and Wednesday, so the
shooting was canceled.
Last fall, The West Wing’s executive producer Thomas Schlamme and actors
Richard Schiff (Toby Ziegler) and Dule Hill (Charlie) spoke at Georgetown and
previewed an upcoming episode for students.
Set in a fictional West Wing of the White House with a fictional president
(Sheen), the series focuses on the political struggles and maneuverings as
well as the personal side of working in the world’s most famous office
building.
Lacap said that, before January, the show had approached the university about
filming on campus. However, Georgetown denied the request because one of the
minor characters “had a questionable part,” according to Lacap.
She added that, while the show and the university have not talked about filming
at Georgetown in the future, they have a good relationship. If the series wants
to film at Georgetown and the script is good, then there should not be a problem
in accommodating the filming, according to Lacap.
“When [The West Wing] believes they want to film on campus, the lines of
communication are kept open between the show and the administration,”
Lacap said.

final proposal for a student seat on the
university board of directors is expected
in the next few weeks. The GUSA food
committee is exploring possibilities for
opening Darnall on the weekends. They
are putting together a student survey
and looking for atrial weekend for Darnall,
however Palmese said that the university has expressed concerns over staffing for the changed hours.
A student activities fee may be proposed, coming from the suggestions of
last year’s student life report. This fee,
which Palmese said would be about
$40, would go to an endowment toward
all-inclusive programming such as
InterHall and Hoya Blue.
But not all of Palmese’s goals have
proved possible. “It’s really tough to
accomplish the goals that you set out,”
he said.

He said that GUSA found it “implausible” to create more student space considering the current renovations, the
resignation of Debra Wood and the
resignation of Dean

“It has been fun and

we’ve got a lot donee t

of Students James

A. Donahue. In three years, when Leavey
renovations are complete, Palmese said
that the entire building will be like the
first floor with student space. In the best
case, the money

— GUSA President
Ron Palmese

Ci

raised from the GFC

could be split and some portion used to
purchase items such as ping-pong tables
for a space on campus later this year.
Lack of funds has prevented him from
moving forward with the proposal for
food carts in front of the library.
Personal problems have prevented
GUSA from moving forward on the
dorm council committee that would allow for weekly meetings with dorm representatives. “It hasn’t worked out yet,”

Palmese said.
Learning that he had to choose
battles

carefully,

Palmese

abandyg

the quest for water fountains ing.
The job as GUSA executive isa

YDONNA KLEIN JEWISH ACADEMY
Fall 2000 Positions

The Donna Klein Jewish Academy, an academically high powered and rapidly
expanding community day school of 700 students, K — high school, seeks
candidates of all backgrounds to add to an already outstanding faculty.
Lower School Teachers

Kindergarten through 5 grade

Middle School/High School Teachers
European and American History

e
eo
°

Mathematics Chaiperson/Teachers
MA, MAT equivalent
Atleast three years of successful teaching
Experience in or potential for leadership
Algebra — Trigonometry - Calculus

Provide academic and instructional leadership and ensure effective operation of department program

—

Heather

Assist in development of curriculum, scheduling, supervision and evaluation of faculty, course revision,

Burke

and instructional materials.
Assist in resource development to facilitate integration across disciplinary lines.

Competitive salaries and benefits. Send letter/resume to
Elle Yoffe, Exec. Asst. to the Headmaster, FAX (561) 852-6007.
9701

Donna Klein Jewish Academy,
Donna Klein Blvd. Boca Raton, FL. 33428
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eProblems Plague GU
this time someone got killed.
It’s not just a funding issue,
as University President Leo J.

chairs
seems
words on.
in the

O’Donovan,

for seyye of Georgetown.

it's not just a lack of commuWhat ye as many people are saying,
t, the ugh that’s part of it. Weav-

_ gacloser-knit campus
an | famunity is a nice idea, and
ing awareness of and

everything from the quality of
our education to what kind of
facilities we have and from
where we’re forced to live to the
nonalcoholic programming
available to participate in. If we
had more money, Georgetown
might well be a better school,
and our president should be
lauded for deciding that cash is
our key problem and focusing all

Yisitivity
i
to the various

nents of that community is
jously a step in the right

eto

et st

fection, but that’s not going
gie p lone morons from
gwing offensive things on

gars or smashing religious
ringmggmbols. Ideally we’d have a
livingigerse community of selfected intelligent people who
| hin't need to be trained to
4.
sect others — after all we are
it
|

his energy on generating it. But
money doesn’t buy happiness.
Ultimately, it seems clear that
the current mess doesn’t really
boil down to one common cause.
Lack of community and closeness probably leads to more
drinking. Drinking exacerbates
tensions within the student
body. A lack of money probably
leads to a lack of community
since so many of us have to live
off-campus, separated from each
other. A lack of community

extremely selective school.
we have some breathtakgly dumb, mean people here.
It's not just an alcohol

oblem, as some administrators
and + ylarea residents seem to think,

ong Mugh that’s part of it, too.
ont

nding freshman bars with
ps and canceling the Block
ity may appease the neighArs, but that’s about it —
_ylerage drinking and general
oholic excess has gone on at

choose argetown since time immemoabandyalh and it’s not going to stop

probably leads to a lack of
money because graduates don’t
feel strongly enough about the
" school to make donations.

ins naw. As my father said when I
ound fofss describing what happened
problemspDavid Shick and what the
ve isaction as far as alcohol policy
Imesesigsbeen, “You can slam the
and vem doors all you want, but that

t mostylyse'is long gone.” The
ce.” {iché’s a bit rustic, but it works.
Inking is a permanent fixture
iGeorgetown culture, for better
tfor worse, and it’s a bit late
ithe administration to
mounce that they’re really
ally anti-drinking, honest.
fally it’s not a big deal — the
ost thing that comes out of
king is a hangover, or maybe
fangerous liaison with that
il from your art class — but

Lou CARAVELLA/THE
HovA

ala)

S.J., among others,

seems to think, though that’s
another part of the problem.
Clearly, Georgetown doesn’t
have as much money as its
competitors do, and that affects

Drinking might result from a lack
of alternative activities which
would exist if we had more
funds. Solving each of
Georgetown’s problems (of
which there are more than three,
by the way) individually is a
noble goal, if not a downright
Sisyphian undertaking, but
nothing anyone does will make
everything better. There’s no
one cure for what ails us.
What, then, to do? As a
senior, my instinct is more or less
to despair. Recoil in horror from
this year’s events, retreat into a
99-day-long bubble of sorts,
graduate and put some distance
between myself and this place.
Try to remember friends and so
on, maybe a class or two, but
forget the rest.
That’s not a very useful
reaction, to say the least, and I
know recoiling and retreating
won’t work for underclassmen,
but I can’t think of what else to
say. What else is there to say?
Be nice to people, study hard,
don’t drink too much and
remember to donate some
money when you graduate? Go
to basketball and football and
baseball games, don’t get in
fights and don’t knock over
menorahs? All of that seems
self-evident.
Good luck, perhaps? I’m
graduating in May, with the
rest of the class of 2000, and
while Georgetown won’t
exactly cease to exist for us,
it will become a memory;
everybody else has to come
back in the fall and start over
again. On the one hand, I
don’t envy you. On the
other, I sort of wish I could
be here to help and to see
how it all turns out. This
school’s managed to survive
two centuries, and as big as
our current problems may
seem, I don’t think they’re
big enough to sink
Georgetown for good. I
certainly hope not, at least.

TRAVEL |
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American Television Dearly Missed at Villa Le Balze
Dangerously Comfy Couches,
TELEVISION, From p. 12

bisIS, FROM P. 12

wllmake committee
ntable no longer
n si
ith wasting 800-0dd
for yolygomething is rotten

TU. RES

Y ou wouldn’t think it would matter,

would it? When I applied tothe VillaLe
Balze program, I literally imagined myself running through the Tuscan hillside day after day, possibly in some
sort of cute sundress or something,
happy just to eat bread and olive oil,

perhaps a bit of fresh mozzarella, and
be in Italy.
Yeah right. Well, the part about the
mozzarella and bread is true, but the fall

and winter weather here is a lot like that
in D.C., if you try to “run” around the
hillsides here, you will probably severely injure yourself unless you are a
marathon runner. I don’t even own a
sundress, let alone a cute one.
However, Villa le Balze does happen
to possess a room that contains two
dangerously comfy couches, a large
television and a standard VCR. When
we first discerned this in the fall, we
kind of forgot about it, thinking that
maybe, just maybe, if we became slobs
enough to actually want to watch TV
while we were studying here, it would
be something like La Dolce Vita or II
Postino.
Soon enough, however, we got our
first rainy day in Florence, followed
soon by our first rainy week. We

Gift Video Tapes Make Experience Better

watched every single movie that the
small Villa video collection had to offer.
Would you believe that Florence actually has a Blockbuster Video? Well, it
does, and we found it. Another resource tapped.
Then, one day, I received a package
in the mail. My mom had sent me such
goodies as People magazine, The Onion and three tapes of my favorite TV

shows from back home. All of a sudden, the Villa was completely up to date
on Friends and The X-Files, as well as
all trashy celebrity gossip. My mom,
ever trendy and ahead of her time, had
started a sensation. Tapes of American
TV shows became a hit: from friends,
family and loved ones, everyone at the
Villa was receiving The Simpsons and
Saturday Night Live, as well as such
reading material such as InStyle, Vanity Fair and The New Yorker. The repertoire has been still extended this se-

mester, as I am updated with the new
shows as well as the Jeopardy! episodes' starring Georgetown’s own,
while other people have received the
Superbowl, ER and, oh boy, Dawsons
Creek and Felicity.
Mmm ... It’s truly all I can do right
now to sit here and continue writing
this column instead of finishing That

and

Stubborn,
JACK, FROM P. 12

are away,” says Pilarz.
But Jack draws the biggest crowd at basketball
games, where he gets center stage. Jack jumpstarts
every game by coming out, strolling through a few
warm-up laps, then taking his seat in the student

others. According to Pilarz, Jack’s other favorites
are Thomas Devlin (MSB ’00)
— “whom Jack thinks
is another dog” — and Rev. Otto Hentz, S.J.
At home in New South, Jack fulfills his canine
duties by sleeping, watching television and listening to music. Although he hails from Pennsylvania,
Jack seems to have some New Jersey blood in‘him.
He is a fan of The Sopranos, which Pilarz attributes
to Jack’s time spent in New Jersey last summer. His
musical tastes also favor Freehold, N.J., native Bruce
Springsteen.
In addition, Jack enjoys playing fetch, usually
showing his bulldog tenacity in failing to return the
ball without a fight.
For exercise, Pilarz walks Jack early
in the morning
and in the evening, while student volunteers walk
him during the day. Jack basks in the attention and,
like any celebrity, has come to expect it. Spring break
will be especially rough on him since Pay students
will be leaving campus.
“He gets bent out of shape when people don’t
recognize him. He gets especially low when students ! ‘

section of the arena.
“At first, he was a little shy at the games

but

gradually got used to the commotion,” said Gerics.
Jack attends almost all the home basketball games at
MCI Center or McDonough Gymnasium. Worried
about the strain of traveling, Jack’s caretakers avoid
taking him to away games.
At a typical basketball game, Jack has a pretty
good time and at times has to be taken outside to
calm down. “He tends to get a little too excited and
noisy sometimes during the game,” says Gerics.
Gerics has taken Jack to other sporting events,
which have included football, soccer and baseball
games on Harbin Field. Usually he sports his spiked
collar. Pilarz originally tried to gethim to wear
a shirt,
but Jack had other ideas and priorities.
Jack has been on hand for other campus events.
"He appeared onthe GUTV holiday special that aired

least. It’s like a food craving: You go
ahead and fill yourselfup with as much
Wisey’s Burger Madness as you can
handle, pass out in front of Comedy
Central, and the next thing you know,
you’re ready to face the new day, no
longer feeling crabby like you're being
deprived. If you’re lucky enough to
have access to some of the good old
things from home (or to have amom like
mine), embrace it. Instead of feeling
guilty for reverting back to some old
ways, it may make you feel readier to

face your new environment.

this past winter. At GAAP Open House Weekend,
Jack greeted all the perspective students. He even
sat for an hour at the menorah vigil.
Mask & Bauble’s production of “Pippin” saw the
debut of Georgetown-renowned thespian Jack the
Bulldog. Jack didn’t have any lines, but his brief
cameo elicited laughs from the audience. Afterwards, he was treated to a cocktail party with Mask
& Bauble’s board of directors.

When not out partying with Georgetowners, Jack
enjoys exploring the campus with his walkers. Even
though Jack has been here for a year, he has not
been initiated onto John Carroll’s lap. Pilarz says
that for now, getting off the couch is tough enough
for Jack, so John Carroll’s lap will be a long shot.
In keeping with other Georgetown traditions,
however, Jack always steps around the Georgetown
seal when entering Healy.
Jack is presently single, and there are no female
prospects in his life. According to Pilarz, he seems
ready for some action, but the university wants to
be sure that animal safety and breeding issues are

settled before finding a mate for Jack.

A weekend experience for
Catholic men

including:
* a taste of Benedictine prayer
* conferences and discussions
* time for quiet reflection

5,000 Swimsuits
Bikinis & "Tankinis"

From 5:00 p.m. Friday, March 17
to Sunday, 1:00 p.m.
(there is no fee)

ie OFF |

D Cups & Men's

) COUPON

at

St. Anselm’s Abbey

Flip-flops

w/purchase

4501 S. Dakota Avenue, N. E.

1819 M St. NW
202-331-8372

Washington, D.C. 20017
Reservations: call Fr. John, 202-269-2300
Visit our website, www.stanselms.org

735 15TH St. NW
202-393-3533

Classes are starting!
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SUMMER

Undergrads

June

SESSION

+

20 through

August

12, 2000

Graduate Students

* Fulfill a distribution or general education requirement

University

* Accelerate progress towards your degree or minor

Prep for the June 12, 2000 exam

* Live on campus — 35 miles south of San Francisco

Tues
3/14
6:30pm

Tues
3/21
7pm

Tues
3/28
7pm

Tues
4/4
7pm

Tues
4/11
7pm

Tues
4/18
7pm

Tues
4/25
7pm

Tues
5/2
7pm

Tues
5/9
7pm

Tues
5/16
7pm

Call today to enroll!

” (202)887-0912
2401 Penn Ave., Suite G

BEEN THERE.

culture consumer, for a little: while at

Today’s World and the
Spirit of St. Benedict: A Dialogue

Georgetown

WE'VE

Fonda and Ted Turner are getting a
divorce. Then you feel informed, and
you’re really happy.
It’s alittle shameful, at first, to realize
just how attached to the small American joys we actually are. When we
received the first installment of TV
tapes, we didn’t even bother fast-forwarding through the commercials, because it was so good to see those old
friends.
The fact is that the majority of us
have been brought up in American
culture. It’s in our blood, and we actually crave it, and if you’re in the small
percentage that really doesn’t miss
baseball or Kraft Cheese and Macaroni
or movie previews, well, you're just
too cool for me, mister.
Everyone gets homesick while they’re
abroad (and don’t try to lie and say it’s
not true.) You miss your family and
significant others, your pets and friends.

Sometimes Spoiled Bulldog Adds Flare to Basketball, Campus

Z.

BRTRAvEL]

playing with the Mariners or that Jane

Jack's Back: One Year After the Return of Mascot

for Generations
’ X.Y.

It’s different than when you’re simply
away from them at college: You don’t
know the same news, you can’t talk
about seeing the same show or movie,
and you’re at least five hours away by
phone. Lots of people here, excited after
afunnightout, call their friends at2 a.m.,
only to reach a very sober Georgetown
at 8 p.m., just having finished dinner at
New South. Or, worse, you find yourselfjustreally homesick during the day,
but you can’t call anyone to talk because they’re all asleep.
As long as you don’t start sacrificing too much precious time abroad,
there doesn’t seem to be any shame in
embracing your inner American pop-

’70s Show and Conan O Brien.
It feels really good to find yourself
acclimating to a new culture, learning
the language, eating the food, figuring
your way around, just being happy to
be there. But then you find out that
Chandler and Monica are moving in
together, that Ken Griffey Jr. won’t be

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com AOL keyword: kaplan
*LSAT is a registered trademark of the Law School Admissions Council.

* Over 200 classes offered in more than 50 departments
Economics,
Biology,
such
as:
Physics,
Engineering, Music, Computer Science, Philosophy, Drama,
Classics, Athletics, Literature, History, Intensive Languages,
Chemistry, Psychology, Mathematics, Anthropology
Courses

Stanford University

For a FREE catalogue, send your:

Summer Session

Name

Building 590, Ground Floor

Address

Stanford, CA 94305-3005

City, ST, ZIP.

(650) 723-3109,

Fax: (650) 725-6080

Email: summersession@stanford.edu
Web: summersession.stanford.edu

Email
GTU229
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Changes in Student Government Refines ‘The Old Georgetown Spri
As Cry for Reforming GUSA Grows Louder, Historic Background May Play Role in Evolution
POLITICKIN’,

From Pp. 12

a golden age of sorts, the 1960s began to make
its mark on Georgetown. The presidencies of
the 1960s and the councils generally were weaker
and began to represent the more conservative
side of Georgetown as the university began to
lose some of it traditions and Catholic identity.
In March of 1969, students of Georgetown
gather in the quadrangle, now what we know of
as Dalghren Quad, and began to protest the
“establishment.” THE Hoya, which by this point
had become the bastion of the “establishment”
in the eyes of some students, was burned in the
quadrangle as well as an effigetic figure of “Joe
Hoya” the prime figure of the “establishment.”
The Georgetown Voice was created in an attempt to express a liberal view on a conservative

The golden age ofthe Yard came in the 1930s
justbefore World War II. Aftera visit by Eugenio
Cardinal Pacelli, Pope Pius XI’s secretary of
state and the future Pope Pius XII, the student
body under the encouraging direction of the
Yard devoted themselves to peace, religion and
the hope for Pius X1II’s direction toward peace.
The golden ages came crashing down quickly
as World War II set in. The university activities
during the war were hardly present, if not completely non-existent. The reduction of the student body to one third of its size also encouraged the lack of student government and leadership. THE Hoya shows a period of inactivity

from 1944 to 1946. The war the presidents had

campus.

fought to discourage had come and not only
destroyed student life but also their half-century-old office.
Students called for a return to normalcy and
arestoration of the golden ages the campus had

:

The events hardly exempted the Yard and
Student Council. The freshman representatives
on the council all resigned within the same
week, and within weeks after the quadrangle
demonstrations, “The Yard was dead,” as
Jonathan Bacal said in his memoir of the era at

fallen from. THE Hoya wrote on Nov. 2, 1945, in

anarticle entitled “That Old Georgetown Spirit,”
that “we want a Yard officer once more ... Itis
the only way the student body can be represented, organized and lead with any authority.”

Georgetown in a book titled Swift Potomac’s
Lovely Daughter.
The Yard, which had been the citadel of
student voices, had fallen.
Changes and modifications to the Yard formed
the various student governments and senates
from the early seventies until 1984 when the
Georgetown University Student Association
appeared.

The Restoration
The three-year absence of a Yard president
ended Jan. 19, 1946, with the election of Charles
Hagan. The restoration of the once influential
and almost administrative nature of the student body president-like figure, took quite
some time.
The first few years were filled with criticism of
the Student Council and most of the blame was
driected at the Yard president.
It was notuntil 1947 that Yard President Larry
Corroon began a fundraising campaign to build
McDonough Gymnasium. The ceremonial nature of the Yard president and his importance
had returned. With it came the glory days ofthe
1950s and the Yard at Georgetown.
Corroon was quite dissatisfied when he left
office, even though he re-established the presidency, because ofthe ratification ofthe Student
Council constitution.

goal,” she said. However, she emphasized that

improvement is contingent on building a working rapport with the administration. “We hit a
brick wall when we talk to the administration.
You have to develop a really good relationship
with them to accomplish anything,” she said.
“It’s not exactly GUSA’s fault that things don’t
change,” she added.
“The college seems to have a lot of red tape
and bureaucracy, and it’s hard to imagine that
any student group could accomplish anything,” Dan Linton (SFS ’03) said. “GUSA
seems to be very open to student involvement,” he added. “We have tons of opportunities. I think GUSA tries.”
Some students indicated that the communication between the student body and its governmentisnotas ideal as they would like it to be.
“[GUSA] has open meetings, but I don’t think
people are motivated to come to them,” said
Debbie Hwang (SFS ’03). “Therepresentatives
need to make themselves known to students
before and after the elections,” Hwang said.
Inthe end, GUSA will evolve just as the Yard
evolved to fufill theneeds of Georgetown. When
the Yard was no longer serving the interests of
the student body, it was ended. Students will
ultimately shape what their student government becomes and how it reforms.

The organization was formed as a student
advocacy group. The original GUSA Constitution said the organization’s purpose was to
“establish as representative voice for student
opinion and the direction of student service in
the functioning of the university community.”
The GUSA known to Georgetown today is
basically the same created by the constitution
on March 1, 1984, with a few amendments.

Student Government’s Evolution
In recent years, the call for reform to GUSA
has become louder, being included in campaign

platforms themselves. Ultimately, GUSA’s evolution will depend on the students’ opinions
and involvement.
Missy Foy (COL ’03), a freshman GUSA
representative, on the eve of a new GUSA
executive being brought into office detailed

The Beginnings of an End

how she believes GUSA will and can change. “I

Despite the restoration of the presidency
during the late 1940s and 1950s and its return to

feel that everyone is working toward a common
RuTHIE BRAUNSTEIN/7 HE HOYA

RUTHIE BRAUNSTEINV 5]

Students had to show their student ID, left, and then were able to either select their choice or cast a write-in ballot. The Davis/Arsenault
in ticket won the executive elections.
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This is your University’s Community Calender.
To publicize your event here, for free, fax information to 202-687-2741, attention:
Community Calender. THE HoYA’Ss next
issue 1s Friday, March 17. Please fax all
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“Within the organization itself people
are excited about making changes, but
we hit this brick wall when we talk to
the administration.”

Georgetown Crises
Begin to Culminate
‘Something is Rotten in
The State of Georgetown’

=

— Missy Foy, GUSA FRESHMAN |
CLASS REPRESENATIVE

One freshman and one senior will take
turns each week writing on their
perspectives of life on the Hilltop.
Today Matt North, a senior in the
Faculty of Language and Linguistics,
continues:

RUTHIE BRAUNSTEIN/7
HE HOYA

ATE CRIMES. DEATH. “ON-CAMPUS
Hei
in another state.
Protests and rallies galore. The
loss of a dean of students and the
creation of a vice president of student
something-or-other, a position that has
yet to be filled. An unpleasant exposé in
the most respected higher-education
trade publication in the country. Menacing noises about tighter control from the
Church. Another drop in the U.S. News
rankings.
I suspect that pretty much everything
that could be said about this school’s
current crisis has been said already or is
being said right now on other pages of
this newspaper, but to write about
anything else today is pretty much
impossible. Even GUSA elections, a nice
fat target for those who consider
themselves humor columnists, seem
totally irrelevant. Who cares who gets
elected? When! it:seems like Georgetown if
might simply implode; explode, melt
down, crumble or otherwise cease to
exist before the next school year begins,
whether or not one pair of possible
student association executives might be
Stewards or whether another set claims
See CRISIS, ». 9

Tim LLEWELLYN/T HE Hoya

Hector Lopez, left, and Marc Valadao, right, two of the canidates for the GUSA executive, attend a debate between the various canidates last Thursday. Above, Sailents
from Village C, New South, Harbin Hall and Village A wait in line to vote outside of New South Cafeteria Monday morning.
/
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By lan A. PaLkO AND
LAUREN MEHLER-CLARK
S

omeone is basking in the limelight of a victory.

Someone else is dealing with a loss they had

When

in Rome

Watch as The
Americans Do?
American Shows a Hit

With Villa Students
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From the Yard of Years
Beyond merely serving as the leader of the athletic teams, the Yard
president had the responsibility of ensuring the-finances of the
athletic department were kept in line. The Yard president becamea
fundraiser of sorts, for the more money the teams had, the better liked
they became.
As times evolved, so did the presidency, incorporating more and
more non-athletic activities and addressing issues affecting the
entire college campus. In the Sept. 30, 1920, issue of THE Hoya, one
candidate for the office of president of the Yard promised towork “for advisory committees
. to confer on matters affecting the entire student body .. . and to see that freshmen rules
were strictly enforced.”
It was Robert J. Reiss, after whom the Reiss science building isi named who hped create
the Student Council, which was intended to act as a emissary for the students to‘the faculty

Past to GUSA, Politics At

Georgetown Have Evolved
With the University

hoped not to have to deal with.
GUSA elections forthis yearare over, but what have
the students won? What will the new “regime” bring
with it? A student on the board of directors of the university? More funding? More of what
the students truly want?
Perhaps the new president and vice president will be able to please all. Much remains to
be seen.
How will GUSA give the students what they really want?
To answer this question one must know what the students want and how the want to
get it and what they have had in the past and how the system worked.

The Yard
Student organizations existed before 1891. The Philodemic Society, the Dramatic Association and the Sodality were among the few student groups,
It was 1891 which saw the beginnings of what was to be the Georgetown University
athletic association, commonly known as the Yard.
The Yard brought the sports organizations at Georgetown together under one umbrellalike administration, which consisted of one Jesuit as president and various other members
including the managers of the teams and musical clubs.
The student vice president eventually became the president and the Jesuit on the Yard
came to be known as the faculty director.
Mainly, the Yard president was focused on athletic activities, and his tenure survived
mainly if the success of the athletic teams was satisfactory to the student body.

and administration.

Despite the fact that campus publications began to refer to the president as the “official
head of the student body,” as THE Hoya did on May 2, 1928, the success or failure of a
student’s presidency was measured by the success of the athletic department at Georgetown.

It was THE Hoya who gave the position of Yard president this title in the 1920s because
of the need for the president to concentrate on athletics and representing students. The
responsibilities of the president were modified when, in 1925, a director of athletics was
created and slowly the president’s role as the head of Georgetown athletics began to be
deconstructed.

The role however did not fall into decay but adapted to the role imposed by the students
and media, as that of an official head of the student body.

:
See POLITICKIN’, ». 10

One of Georgetown's Owl

Specrar To THE Hoya

ET ME TELL YOU ABOUT SOME OF THE
great new hits television has to
offer this season. First of all, there’s

Malcolm
half-hour
hilarious
without a

Jack Celebrates One Year at GU

in the Middle, a sharply written,
FOX family sitcom that is both
and touching and refreshingly
laugh track. Another favorite is

By Amy YANG

NBC’s Freaks and Geeks, a one-hour

Hoya Starr WRITER

glimpse into the life of the proverbial
high-school outsiders, which in some
senses picks up where My So-Called Life
left off.
Wait a minute.

espite the returns last night for GUSA,
ID:
member of the Georgetown commu
nity will be basking in celebrity, in fact,
that one community member will probably not
even care who won and lost. He’ll be busy
watching some interesting television sitcoms, or
gawking at the students who flock to him.
That community member: Jack.
It has been just over one year since Jack the

I am in Florence, with hundreds of

years of culture and beauty to explore,
much of it within walking distance. I
should be at the Uffizi or the Duomo or
.. whatever, at least stuffing my face
with gelato. Why am I talking about
American TV?
Well, frankly, because it rocks. Would

you like to know what Italian television
has to offer? I have discerned three
stations thus far: the Soccer and its
Hooligans Channel, the Surreal-GameShow-That-Makes-Y ou-Think-You’re-OnAcid Station and the Lady Just Talking to
the Screen Network.
See TELEVISION,». 9

Hoya FiLe PHOTO

Jack the Bulldog licks his lips in anticipation of the attention he is about to recieve at a
Hoyas basketball game.
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‘A Dual Responsibility’

—
By CLAIRE ZULKEY
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It’s hard not to be envious of Jack, whose sole
job is to attend Georgetown sporting events and
try to wait until halftime to relieve himself.
Getting Jack here was no easy task. Despite
worries over who would sponsor the cost and
housing for Jack, he finally arrived at Georgetow
on Tuesday, Feb. 16,1999. HoyaBlue and Pilarz,

his current caretaker, purchased Jack for $1,500
from a dog breeder outside of Pittsburgh. Other

donations came from various sources, including

Bulldog, Georgetown’s famed mascot, became

Community Action Coalition, the Students of

an official university resident, thanks to the
efforts of Hoya Blue, the 1999 Senior Class Committee and a couple of alumni.
To almost any student, it is quite obvious that
since that fateful February morn, one year ago,
that Jack has led the good life and is still leading
it. One of the few Georgetown second-year residents with guaranteed housing; Jack lives with
Rev. Scott Pilarz, S.J., an English professor and
resident chaplain of New South.

Georgetown Incorporated and the Georgetown
University Alumni and Student Federal Credit

Union. In addition, Kathleen Long (COL ’%)

collected $900 in donations to offset Jack’s pur
chase.
Now that he is here, Jack gets no shortage of
attention. Pilarz oversees the care of Jack andhe
is walked by Joe Gerics (MSB 01), Scott Minto
(SES ’02) and Liz Ripotola (COL ’00) among

See JACK, 2.9
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Crushing Defeat for Hoyas

Despite Sloppy Execution,
GU Wins Season Opener

Syracuse Overpowers
GU at Carrier Dome

By KAREN TRAVERS

By SEAN P. FLYNN
SYRACUSE, N.Y., Feb.27 —In its prime,

Georgetown-Syracuse was the East
Coast’s greatest rivalry. Nowadays, it’s
all Syracuse.
Horrible Georgetown shooting and
strong senior leadership from Syracuse
were the keys
a

we take a step back and try and critique. It’s early
in the season, and Colgate is a better team than

half run that
gave Syracuse
a 67-52 rout in
front of 31,009
raucous fans at the Carrier Dome.
the

Hoyas’

sixth

we thought.”
The

Coach

Craig

Esherick

consecutive

had

seen

enough.
“I don’t want to come up here again,”
he said.
The Hoyas dropped to 15-12, 5-9 in the
Big East, where they are tied for 10th
place.
Against

Syracuse,

Georgetown

lost

once again on its own terms, not being
able to step up for a full 40 minutes. After
staying neck and neck with the No. 13
Orangemen for nearly 30 minutes, the
Hoyas were outplayed at the end.
“Coach Esherick has been working hard
all year,” sophomore guard Kevin Braswell
said. “We really needed to win this game
for him. We let him down.”
The most distressing sight for Esherick
was the Hoyas’ errant shooting, which
came from all parts of the floor. Besides
Braswell, who kept the Hoyas afloat in the
first half with 11 clutch points, and junior
forward Lee Scruggs, who was brilliant in
scoring 22 points, the Hoyas could not

Ld

hi

find any other sources of offense. Braswell

was held scoreless: in the second half by
the Orangemen’s pesky zone, and when
Scruggs picked up his fourth foul with
11:34 left in the.game, the Hoyas fell apart.
The Hoyas shot:29.6 percent in the secSee MEN’S

HOOPS, ». 5S

the
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The Georgetown offense struggled throughout the game, missing their first nine shots and
shooting just 31 percent for the game.

one

cate
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cial
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NEVER BEEN, TO A GAME AT CAMERON

INDOOR

Stadium at Duke, or at Assembly Hall in
Indiana; or at any of the other storied arenas
of college basketball. But I’d bet that it would be
hard to find a more exhilarating venue for sports
than the Carrier Dome.
On Sunday afternoon, in front of a national
31,009

screaming,

orange-

clad fans perpetuated one of the sport’s greatest
rivalries, Georgetown vs. Syracuse, in one of the
___ | sport’s great arenas.
For a courtside observer,

use | it was hard not to get
The | SWept away in the amazing
SEAN P.
was | Itensity of the crowd,
vie
which obviously still hated
Georgetown as much as it
did the day John
ents
Thompson’s Hoyas
‘officially closed” Manley
. 10 | Field House in 1981.
During one extended
—— stretch in the second half,
when Syracuse turned a 40-40 tie into a 49-40
lead, the Syracuse crowd turned deafening, and
it lasted for several possessions. Even a timeout
touldn’t stop the crowd, and once play resumed,
the decibel level was raised again. The strongest
Georgetown fan could have gotten chills. The
:
only place I had been to that was louder was the
old Chicago

Stadium.

~ Most amazing about the Carrier Dome was how
it maintained a cozy feel, despite its enormity.
Even though it is a 55,000-seat

football stadium

between August and November, as a basketball

sole | stadium the Carrier Dome is not an oversized
and
monstrosity like other basketball-football arenas
like the Alamodome in San Antonio, Texas.
4

Despite seating more than 30,000, the Carrier

an

P—

USC and ASU combined
i
"i || for 58 fouls in a very
physical game before a

99) || violent brawl broke out

U1

in the past, we’ve avoided a lot of major setbacks,” Coach Urick said. “This will certainly

hurt us a bit, though.”

Hoyas Stumble Against Panthers

Dome seemed cozy and inviting, packing the big
crowd onto bench seats and keeping the upper
deck close to the court.
Sunday’s intensity was a peak this season for
Syracuse, which has been getting crowds of
“only” 23,000 or so for important Big East games
at the dome. There has been some skepticism
about this Syracuse team even though it started

Last Home Game Tonight

the season

role

19-0, much

of it stemming

mo || See National Roundup, p. 2S |
————

from an

easy early-season schedule. But after an extraordinary blow-out of then-No. 6 Connecticut that
led to a wild celebration on the
floor of the Carrier Dome, Syra-

FLYNN

cuse

has started

to receive

recognition, even after slipping in

on
:

losses to Seton Hall, Louisville
and St. John’s.
Against the Hoyas, Syracuse

Men's

looked like a team that had the

Hoops

necessary ingredients for the

NCAA Tournament. Their
experienced guard play, led by
senior Jason Hart, will help even
when the Orangemen are not on their game
inside,

like Sunday

afternoon.

Etan

Thomas,

the

nation’s fifth-leading shot blocker, provides great
interior defense, as he showed in completely
shutting down Georgetown’s Ruben BoumtjeBoumtje Sunday.
For the Hoyas, it was yet another disheartening
defeat. They played better at Syracuse than they
did at Rutgers, but the collapse at the end
Sunday was too familiar. Even more familiar was
the Hoyas’ horrid shooting from the outside,
which essentially doomed them. The Hoyas have
not been able to produce points except from
Kevin Braswell and Boumtje-Boumtje or Lee
Scruggs. Junior Anthony Perry, who did not start
See FLYNN, p. 4S

By STEPHEN OWENS
Hoya STAFF WRITER

Just as the Georgetown women’s basketball team
looked poised to make one final run at the NCAA
tournament, a pesky Pittsburgh squad assumed the
of spoilers

for

the

second

time

in

a week,

upsetting the Hoyas 77-66 Saturday. The Panthers
had upset Villanova earlier in the week, ruining any
chance the Wildcats had of making the tournament.
The loss knocks the Hoyas down to 15-11 overall
and 8-7 in the Big East.
However,
the Hoyas
maintained their fifth
place standing in the conference.
In light of the recent upsets by Pittsburgh in the
past week, the Big East will likely send only four
teams to the NCAA tournament despite having the
second highest conference RPI rating in the nation.
The problem plaguing the Big East this season is
that it is a very top-heavy conference. While the
conference currently sports three teams in the
nation’s top 10 and one more in the top 25, it has
been a struggle for a fifth team to maintain a winning
conference record. At 8-7, the Hoyas are the only
Big East team besides No. 1 Connecticut, No. 6
Notre Dame, No. 8 Rutgers and No. 19 Boston
College with a winning conference record, while the

remaining eight teams all have losing records.
If a fifth team does get dragged into the NCAAs
via the coattails of the top four teams, the most likely

candidate now is neither Georgetown nor Villanova,
who have been battling for fifth place all season, but
Pittsburgh,

have

the

spoilers

themselves.

The

Panthers

quietly gathered 16 wins this season, more
See WOMEN’S HOOPS, ». 4S

Tim LLEWELLYN
THE HoYA

Junior center Nathalie Bourdereau posted five blocks against Pitt.

"

February provides dismal
for
athletic entertainment
Hova SPORTS columnist Sean

Gormley.

between the two teams.

of
dhe
ong

goals and two assists. Dusseau chipped in a
hat trick and also assisted on a goal. Senior
Peter Velepec, back from a redshirt season due
to injury, scored two goals.
Georgetown outshot Colgate 46-19, but
Colgate was quicker on the ground, grabbing
26 groundballs to the Hoyas 19.
Sophomore goalie Scott Schroeder finished
the day with seven saves, allowing seven
goals while Colgate goalie Paul Abrahimzadeh
recorded 13 saves with 14 goals allowed.
Next up for the Hoyas are the Cadets of West
Point. Georgetown battles Army Saturday at 1
p.m. on Kehoe Field. Last season, the Hoyas
traveled to West Point where they gave a
shellacking to the Cadets, winning 22-6 in a
scoring barrage.
This year, however, the Hoyas will have to
stop the Cadets on defense without senior
defenseman and captain Greg Papa. Papa twisted
his ankle last weekend after stepping on a
teammate and rolling his ankle. Coach Urick
could not give a definite answer as to how long
Papa would be out, saying that the trainers
estimate around two to three weeks.
“Those are things we’ve got to deal with,
they’re part of the game. We’ve been fortunate

WOMEN’S HOOPS

OWIL

=

“We're close,” Coach Urick said. “If each guy

wins just one more each, than we’re there.”
Flick led all scorers with six points off of four

GU Loses Final Road Game;
Js:

wh. | television audience,

7

Urick was optimistic about improvement.
“We were close to what we want to be at, but
we’d like something closer to 60 percent,” Coach
Urick said.
Sophomore Mike Kanach won five out of 10
face-offs, junior Ryan Perraut won six out of 12
and junior Sean Cartin won one out of three.
Colgate’s face-off specialist Parker Gibson led
the nation last season in winning percentage in
the face-off circle.

IEEE,

tees

ules

made one freshman mistake,” Coach Urick said.

Several rookies played a considerable amount

It’s a Dome Shame...

the

Urick said.
Coach Urick wasted no time initiating a core
group of freshman into the Hoyas’ game plan.
“We played a lot of freshman and each of them

Tim LLEWELLYN/T HE HOvA

ked

and

|

three, in the final period to bring the score to 14-7.
“It’s a good win against a solid team,” Coach

a.
COMMENTARY

“ard

Hoyas

started off slowly,
with
wayward
shots, dropped passes and an inability to establish a flow on the offensive end of the field. The
Hoyas put their defensive unit to work, as the
Red Raiders controlled the ball for much of the
first half and found the back of the net against
an experienced Hoya defense.
Georgetown trailed 3-1 at the end of the first
period but rebounded convincingly in the second period off a strong effort by sophomore
midfielder Steve Dusseau. Georgetown outscored
Colgate 5-1 over that 15 minute span to take a 64 lead at the half, with Dusseau notching a hat
trick in that period. The Hoyas broke a 4-4 tie with
3:52 remaining in the first half off a Dusseau goal
and never relinquished the lead.
Georgetown seemed to get into the groove
in the second half, coming out stronger than it
had to start the game. The Hoyas outscored
the Red Raiders 8-3 over the course of the
second half, including three goals by senior
attackman Andy Flick in the final nine minutes
to secure the win. Colgate came within two
goals with 6:39 left on the clock in the third
period after a goal by Danny Grady, but the
Hoyas built their lead back up to 10-6 with two
quick goals by senior attackman Scott Urick
and freshman attackman Mike Hammer.
Georgetown sealed the win by scoring four
consecutive unanswered goals, including Flick’s

loss to Syracuse in the storied Big East
rivalry and their fourth straight at the
Carrier Dome. By the end, Georgetown
Head

town won just 12 of 25 face-offs, but Coach

of almost 2,000 at Kehoe Field.

second-

It was

best word,” Head Coach Dave Urick said. “Now

Poor execution, missed scoring opportunities and a sluggish effort did not stop the
Georgetown men’s lacrosse team from picking
up its first win of the season Saturday.
The Hoyas opened up their season with a
14-7 win over Colgate before a packed crowd

Hoya STAFF WRITER

to

“We're all a little frustrated I think. That’s the

of minutes Saturday, including defenseman Kyle
‘Sweeney and midfielder Trevor Walker. Rookie
Hammer made a strong first showing on offense,
recording two points on a goal and an assist.
When talking about the freshman seeing time
in the season opener, Coach Urick said it’s “not
anything we’re going to hesitate to do. There are
still guys we need to get into the mix this week.”
Two areas of difficulty for the Hoyas were
on clears and in the face-off circle. George-

Hoya STAFF WRITER

See Athletic Supporter, p. 6S

The baseball team won a
doubleheader against St.

National Roundup
By the Numbers

p. 28
p. 28

Joseph's this weekend

i

2: ”

finishing in the top 16 in

before splitting two games

Women's Hoops

p. 4S

three events.

with Manhattan.

Men's Hoops

p. 58

Track and Field
Athletic Supporter

p. 6S
. 6S

Senior swimmer John Willey
led GU in this weekend's
| ECAC

Championships,

:

]

See Swimming, p. 6S

See Baseball, p. 3S
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‘I’m ready to rock ’n’ roll.’
— Chicago Cub Sammy Sosa, on showing up for Cubs’ spring training in Mesa, Ariz.

NATIONAL ROUNDUP

Physical Play Mars USC-Arizona State Contest
By Davip CisnNEROS
Dairy TROJAN (U. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA)

31,009
Number of fans at the
Carrier Dome Sunday for
the Georgetown-Syracuse
basketball game, the
largest on-campus crowd
for a college basketball
game this season

1
Years that the New York
Yankees’ Darryl
Strawberry was suspended
for testing positive for
cocaine in a pre-

announced drug test last

© 5.31
Dollars that Auburn
senior basketball player
Chris Porter took from an
agent to prevent his
mother from being evicted
from her home, potentially
comprimising his eligibility
8

Flasgh

Minutes played by
Natalie Bourdereau
coming off the bench for
Georgetown in Saturday ’s
loss to Pittsburgh

70
First place votes
received by Stanford in
this week’s AP college
basketball poll, making
them the first unanimous
top-ranked team since
North Carolina on Dec.
22, 1997

14

Points accumulated by
John Willey, the Hoyas
only representative at the
ECAC swimming
championships this
weekend, single-handedly
placing Georgetown 24th
out of 36 teams

75,10,
4,2,1
Dennis Rodman’s
statistics for the Dallas
Mavericks through five
games: 75 rebounds, 10
points, 4 technical fouls, 2
ejections,

State’s

Tanner

Shell,

who

was

caught on video landing at least
three blows at Trepagnier, would be
put on probation.
The outburst came on the heels of
an extremely physical game in which
both teams combined for 58 fouls.

altercation

began when the two teams were shaking hands after the game.
“I figured there would be something

unfocused,” Evans said. “There was
stuff written on the basketballs, and
we had a shootaround an hour late,

second

1 suspension

18
Age of tennis sensation
Anna Kournikovd, who
accepted 28-year-old NHL
star Pavel Bure’s marriage
proposal on Friday

half,

said

the

but we stayed focused. We kept our
composure and didn’t break down.”
Bibby maintained the he and assistant coach Dave Miller noticed
the obscenities right away upon arriving to the court.
“To say we did that is an outright lie,” Bibby said about the
balls. “When [assistant coach]
Dave Miller and I went over to the
arena that Saturday morning, we
saw several balls on the practice
rack that were marked up. We tried
to clean them off. We don’t do
things like that at USC. If we had
done something like scuffing the
balls, I would

about Evans, who instead told the
media about the alleged incident,
Bibby also said House’s condugt,
which included grabbing his crotch
and taunting the USC bench, ws
unacceptable.
Immediately after the fight, bog
school’s athletic directors, USC’s Mike

Garrett

Arizona

State’s Keyiy

Garrett said. “It was really profes.
sional. The game is over. Let’s come
to an appropriate response. It fe.
solved with handshakes.”
USC forward David Bluthenths|
said Arizona State got away with

have said we did it.

But don’t frame us for a crime we
didn’t commit.”
Bibby also said his team practiced
at the times they were told by Arizona State and was also displeased
to find no manager from the Sun
Devils was present at their practice
— a hospitality that most Pac-10
schools extend to visiting teams.
“A good man would have come up
to me and spoken to me,” Bibby said

and

White, met to smooth things over.
“Everyone
was
reasonable,’

things during the game they prob.
ably shouldn’t have.
“I think that the refs at times didn
call things, I caught a few blog
myself that were pretty obvious,” he
said. “I got undercut a few times ang
I tried to go up for shots and go
fouled and they didn’t’ call it. Thats

how it goes [with] home court advan.
tage,

Pac-10,

that’s

10

points. righ

there.”

Pro Sports Attract More Than Just Basketball Players
THE STANFORD DAILY (STANFORD U.)

2,500

it

around, it was more of the same. But

what started as physical play ended
in a wild melee between Trojan and
Sun Devil players after the game Saturday.
The fight began shortly after the
final buzzer sounded on Arizona
State’s 93-81 victory. It started initially between Sun Devil forward
Awvee Storey and Trojan guard Jeff
Trepagnier but erupted into a wild
fight between both teams.
The Pacific 10 Conference announced Monday that Trepagnier,
along with Storey and Arizona

By SAMEER AHMED

Combined shooting of
Georgetown’s guards and
small forwards on Sunday
versus Syracuse

si

(U-WIRE) TEMPE, Ariz. — Last
time USC played Arizona State in Los
Angeles, the game could easily be
characterized as physical. This time

after the game,” Trepagnier said.
“We weren’t trying to fight.
[Storey] hit me with an elbow and I
just told him to watch it, I wasn’t
trying to challenge him. The game
just got out of hand.”
Storey also fouled out of the game late
in the half.
“They’re just upset because they
know they’re not going to the tournament,” Shell said. “They’re headed
for the NIT.”
The fight culminated after a
strange day of preparation before
the game. Arizona State Head Coach
Rob Evans said he was displeased
because USC’s shootaround at the
Student Recreation Center on campus ran late — delaying the Sun
Deyvil’s own practice.
Arizona State players were also
dismayed
to find
basketballs
scrawled with obscenities directed
toward Sun Devil players.
“They tried every way to get us

USC’s 26 fouls were a season high
while Arizona State’s 32 were a Trojan opponent high for the year.
The fight highlighted the tough
play between the two teams this year
— both games in which USC Head
Coach Henry Bibby said officials
did not call the match-up properly.
“I think the officials let the game
get out hand from the very beginning,” Bibby said. “We know
they’re a very good basketball team
and we know they foul every time
down the floor. We’re not looking
to fight. Their guys were taking
shots at us all night. I don’t think
[college basketball] should be
played that way.”
Bibby said he was displeased because Arizona State’s Eddie House
and Storey both delivered elbows to
Trepagnier during the game that went
uncalled.
Trepagnier, who fouled late in the

(U-WIRE) STANFORD, Calif.—Inrecent years,

there has been a lot of debate over the decision
of college athletes, especially basketball and
football players, to leave school early and go to
the pros.
At Stanford, however, many athletes have left

the school early in a different sport: men’s tennis.
Perhaps the most famous Stanford tennis player
who

did not graduate

was

John

McEnroe,

who

won the NCAA singles championship in 1978
and then the U.S. Open a year later. But in the past
decade alone, five men’s tennis players have left

the school early to enter the pro circuit. Most
recently, twins Mike and Bob Bryan, both twotime All-Americans and NCAA champions, decided to depart from Stanford after their sophomore year in 1998.
What drives college tennis players like the
Bryan brothers to join the ATP tour without
graduating? The major reasons are derived from
_ the fact that the dynamics of college tennis are
different than: any other collegiate sport.
First of all; many professional tennis players do
not even go to college. American tennis’ star
Michael Chang started playing on the pro tour
when he was 15 years old. In addition, Pete
Sampras, one of the greatest tennis players of all
time, won the U.S. Open when he was only 19.
And McEnroe was a top world tennis player
before he even came to Stanford.
“Because [McEnroe] was a semifinalist at
Wimbledon

before

coming

to

Stanford,

I as-

sumed that he wouldn’t be here four years,” Head
Coach Dick Gould said. “I was hoping he’d be
here the one year he said he was going to.”

However, McEnroe is the exception to the rule.
Gould has never recruited anyone who didn’t tell
him they wanted to go to Stanford for all four years.
Secondly, in tennis, a player can be an amateur
and have a professional ranking at the same time.
During the summer and fall quarter, many collegiate
tennis players compete in professional events.
Therefore, they have the ability to rank themselves
against the pros. Some players who play well in the
summer might not even come back to school.
Stanford men’s tennis is unique in that almost
every athlete who plays at Stanford will become a
professional tennis player at some point in his life.
“My top seven, eight or nine guys are all going
to play pro tennis,” Gould said. “It’s just a matter
of when they are going to do it. They are playing
[on the pro tour] now in the summer and they are
going to play it before grad school.”
Finally, collegiate tennis is unique because there
are not only team rankings but also individual
rankings. Additionally, there are two separate
NCAA tournaments, one for the teams and one for
the individuals. So while each player isi competing
for his team, he is also playing to better
individual ranking at the end Of the year anda
chance to be an NCAA champion.
Winning an NCAA championship seems to Ee
key factor in many players’ decisions to enter the
pro tour without graduating.
“[Leaving early] was probably the toughest
decision of our life,” Bob Bryan said referring to
himself and his brother. “After winning the NCAA
championship, agents offer you high-paying contracts and you don’t know if you will get the same
opportunity next year. Mike and I decided to join
the tour and keep improving our games.”
Associate coach John Whitlinger, who won the

Bonnie Hoopsters Try Out
Innovative Training Program
By RoB SmyTON
THE BoNA VENTURE (ST. BONAVENTURE U.)

(U-WIRE) ST. BONAVENTURE, N.Y. — For
those interested in a battle of the sexes at St.
Bonaventure, look no further than a women’s
basketball practice.
Since the fall, a group of male students has
scrimmaged against the women to give them a
“different look,” according to women’s assistant
coach Jim Crowley.
Crowley said he recalled seeing a Sports Illustrated article about members of the women’s
University of Tennessee team practicing against
men, so he approached women’s manager Charlie
Riley with the idea.
Riley, a junior, put together a group of eight former
high school players and the gender war began.
“It was hard to get used at first; we were
tentative and didn’t want to hurt anyone, but
now we both play as hard as we can,” Riley said.
Head coach Marti Whitmore called the first few
practices “almost disastrous.”
“The guys are bigger, faster, they jump higher
and we tried to make passes and they would steal
it and go down the other end,” Whitmore

said.

But soon the coaches saw the benefits of the
scrimmages.
“It gives our kids a different look, in that they

Hoya

RG

NCAA tennis triple crown (the singles title, doubles

Goldstein does not totally disagree with Goulds

title and team title) in 1974, left Stanford early after

assessment,

his junior year to start a five-year pro career in
which he was ranked in the top 50 in the world in
singles and doubles. Whitlinger reiterated Bob
Bryan’s point about the importance of winning an
NCAA championship when deciding to go pro.
“I felt I was ready to go and play on the tour,”
Whitlinger said. “Looking back at it, I probably
should have turned pro after I won the NCAA
triple crown after my sophomore year or stayed all
four years.”
In general, Gould believes the most obvious
reason that collegiate tennis players leave early is
pride.
“There is something inside them when [they

might have hurt his tennis career in some aspects
while helping it in others.
“I don’t regret staying [at: Stanford] for four
years at all,” Goldstein said. “Emotionally I thin

see] their friends who

have

left school,

or who

have not gone to school, and have done well in the
pros that makes them want to get out there and test
their abilities,” Gould said.

Even if players leave school early to play professional tennis, do they have an advantage over the
players who decided to stay all four years?
Gould believes that, in general, staying in school
hasn’t hurt the progress of any of the players on
the pro tour. While Gould admits that it takes
about a year and a half for a graduated player to
catch up to other competitors his age, he cites Paul
Goldstein and Alex O’Brien, a current U.S. Davis

Cup member, as two Stanford tennis players who
stayed on the Farm for four years and are now
having solid professional careers.
Goldstein, an unprecedented four-time AllAmerican who helped Stanford win four straight
national championships from 1995 to 1998, is
currently ranked No. 94 in the world and has won
over $300,000 in prize money on the tour. While

Cuair

Orr

THE

OLD

he

believes

that staying

in school

it was real good for me. When you’re out on the | -

tour and lose three to four matches and youdon't | i
have

a win

for six or seven

weeks,

which is

inevitably going to happen, I’m not going to think
‘Jeez, I should’ve stayed in school.’
“Though, from a tennis standpoint, I think for
the first six to eight months out there I felt I was
making up ground a lot, and perhaps I could've
been developing if I was on tour,” he: said.
At the same time, Bob Bryan, who has won over
$200,000 in prize money and: is currently ranked
30th in doubles with his brother, does not hav

many regrets leaving: Stanford early either.
“While I miss my friends at Stanford and
could have easily stayed four years, Mike and
I just bought a new house, new cars, and we're
traveling all over the world,” Bob Bryan said;
“We’re living our dreams: beating guys "
used to watch

on, TV.”

|

However, for the most bik Gould advises te
players that leaving early will not, substantially
better their pro careers. First of all, Gould states
that the average pro career for a male tennis player
is seven to nine years, and the. typical player
reaches his prime when he is 29 or 30. Therefore,
if a tennis player graduates from ‘college whenhe
is 22, on average, his tennis career, will finish just
as he reaches his prime.
Secondly, Gould believes that the players should

not leave early for the prize money because the
prize money keeps on getting. better each year.

BLOCK

are more athletic and quicker,” Crowley said. “It’s
a great mental test because they have to battle
against people who are perhaps better than them.”
Junior forward Melissa Fazio said the men’s
athleticism has helped the women improve their
defense.
During the season, the two sides only scrimmage two days before a game, giving the coaches
ample time to prepare the team for “all-female”
opponents.

Crowley said fellow assistant Chris Menning
teaches the men the upcoming opponent’s main
play and what type of defenses it plays.
Since the fall, the male roster has shrunk from

eight to five due to injuries, but the competition
hasn’t lightened, said junior Ryan Tuggey.
“We go all out and have a lot of fun doing it,”
Tuggey said. “It was weird at first but now it’s just
great to play.”
Tuggey and the rest of the men had to get
physicals, meet a 2.0 GPA and get cleared by the
NCAA.

The coaches said the program will likely continue next year as both sides said they enjoy the
competition.
“Everyone’s been really accepting,” said senior
forward Michelle Edwards. “This has been very
beneficial.”
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Hoyas’ Streak

HOYAS 8, 9 St. Joseph’s 6

HOYAS 12, 9 Manhattan 3

Feb. 26

Feb. 26

Feb. 27

St. Joseph’s

The Georgetown baseball team exitended its winning streak to five
sfiames, sweeping a doubleheader from
St. Joseph’s and taking game one
from Manhattan, before dropping the
‘second game of Sunday’s doubleheader to the Jaspers.
sicIn addition to the wins, which bring

of the season

7 RBIs)

was named

Big East

Shortened to seven innings due to
doubleheader,

feated the

the

St. Joe’s

Hoyas

Hawks

de-

8-4

in

game one. The offense got off the
blocks quickly,

scoring single runs

in the first, second and third innings
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iRookie of the Week.
do “That’s the first time we’ve had a
player with that distinction in a

man third baseman Jason Boice (.444,
ls HR,

oulds

cost them

Hoyas unleashed a torrent of eight
runs with two outs in the bottom of
the third inning, highlighted by a
Boice two-run single to center field, a
two-run single to right by Vankoski
and a grand slam home run over the
left field fence by Wade.
The Hoyas removed all doubt in
the bottom of the fifth, pouring on
four more runs to ice the game.
Despite their best efforts, Georgetown could not complete the sweep
and extend their winning streak to six
games. After suffering their first loss

«the Hoyas’ record to .500 at 6-6, fresh-

school
pects

away

on RBIs from sophomores Eric Sutton
and Jon Blodgett and senior Josh
Corman before exploding for five
more in the bottom of the fourth.
Blodgett opened that inning with
a home run into the right field power
alley. The Hoyas then proceeded to
load the bases for Corman who
cleared them with a two-run double
down the right field line and then
advanced to third on an error by the
Hawks’ = right
fielder
Mike
;DiVincentis: Corman scored shortly

in game

one, the Jas-

pers hung on to rally late in the second game, and win 6-4.
After two sacrifice bunts, Boice
and junior Marc Carlini stayed hot,
igniting a two-out rally in the bottom
of the fourth with a single and a
double respectively, plating three
runs between them. Corman would
later score Wade on a single to right
to cap the scoring in the inning and
give the Hoyas a 4-1 lead.
Junior Matt Arizin (1-2) pitched well
through the fifth but started to see it
slip in the top of the sixth. With the

Sophomore

P.J.

Martinez

was

shaky, allowing three runs in the second, two:on athemerufr over the right

field fence by catcher Jim Reilly.
Martinez got tagged again for a threetun home riin by Hawks’s left fielder
Justin ‘Godusky in“the third, again

over the ‘tight field fence.
“The shortened fence has definitely: ‘been “a factor,” Head Coach
1Petet Wilk’said! “But both teams play
with iit. ‘We got'burned against URI,

but we have benefited from it as well.”
The permarient fence will be put up
intoughly a week and will be approximately 10 feet deeper but still taller
than the current

temporary

fence.

Georgetown responded in the bottom of the second: with a pair of twon singles from junior catcher Pat
i
and 'Vankoski, playing center

eld

for game two. Freshman short-

‘Matt Carullo closed out the scoring in the inning with his RBI single to
right center field.
The Hoyas tied the game in the
bottom of the fourth with another
"RBI single from Carullo, before
going ahead for good on a squeeze
by Vankoski for his third hit and
third RBI of the game in the bottom
of the sixth. Carullo continued his
impressive day at the plate with a
single to left center to join Vankoski
with three hits and three RBIs.
On Sunday the Hoyas dominated
game one, firing on all cylinders to win
bya score of 12-3. Wilk enjoyed another
strong performance from junior southpaw

Randy

Erwin

who

went the dis-

ing all seven innings and

ven strikeouts while only

g up three runs on seven hits.
Manhattan’s staff was not nearly
as solid, valking 15 while striking out
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1 since 1985. The feat is additionally
impressive due to this season’s much
stronger schedule. Where last year
the Hoyas would have faced Gannon
for a doubleheader and a match up
against Catholic, all of which Georgetown won, this year’s team played
James

Madison,

an undefeated

SPORTS

Will-

iam & Mary and had a three game
series against an impressive URI team.
Much of the team’s success can be
contributed to the new arrivals, in the
likes of freshmen Carullo, Boice,

pitcher Patrick Salvitti and junior
Stanford transfer Vankoski. Boice
(.444), Vankoski (.353) and Carullo
(.302) are first, second and third respectively in batting average for players with more than 20 at bats. Add to
that support from the veterans of
Corman (12 runs scored) and Wade (7
RBIs), and the Hoya’s offense is more
potent that it has been for some time.
While Boice has lit it up offensively, his defense has been sub-par
at times. In 10 games played, he has
posted a .565 fielding percentage,
commiting 10 errors in 23 chances.
Wilk moved Boice to the designated
hitter position for the games against
Manhattan but says that he will continue to switch him on and off at third
base with Santana.
“Jason is a solid player, and I like
the idea of him and Carullo on the left
side of the infield for all four years.”
The Hoyas will play host to the
George Mason Patriots Wednesday,
March 1 at 3 p.m.

Counting
The Seconds

Until Spring
Break...

sports@thehoya.com

The Haas School of Business
at the University of California Berkeley
Summer BASE Program IS FORYOU!
July 5 - August 11,2000
Learn the fundamentals of:
* Accounting * Marketing
* Finance
* Organizational Behavior
* Hands-on market & financial research
* Business related computer applications
= Effective communication & presentation skills
* Prepare for the corporate recruiting process
summer curriculum that will include lectures, case studies, company visits,
guest speakers and student presentations.
For more information, visit our website at:

haas.berkeley.edu/Undergrad/base.html
or contact us via email at: BASE@haas.berkeley.edu
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Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors will benefit from this rigorous, six-week

father
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Godusky If

batter and plunked the next Jasper
hitter with a pitch. After a bunt single,
the bases were loaded for the Jaspers.
Wilk made the move to the bullpen,
thereafter on a passed ball.
bringing on Perillo to get the Hoyas out
i+ Junior Jim Vankoski (2-1) went four
of the jam. Perillo got the first batter he
innings on the mound for the Hoyas,
faced to line out to junior third basemen
letting up three runs and seven hits - Eric Santana but could not retire any-before giving way to sophomore Paul
one after that allowing two more runPerillo, who worked an inning and
ners to score before leaving the game
two thirds. Sophomore closer Tony
and giving way to closer Pina.
Pina entered the game with two outs
Uncharacteristically, Pina could not
in the top of 'the sixth, striking out
get the job done, allowing three more
Gibson:to-end the inning and strand
runs to score before getting a double
a runner~on second. Pina struggled
play out ofa line drive to junior right
somewhatin the final inning, loading
fielder Brian Cassese, who threw out
the bases with two singles and a walk
the tagging runner at home plate.
before “getting a game-ending line“Losing that last game to Manhatdrive’ double play from Godusky.
tan kind of irked me,” Wilk said. “We
i The' Hoyas had to battle for game
had a chance to do something spetwo.
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL +

COMMENTARY

Another Big East
Loss for Georgetown
WOMEN’S
than

the

HOOPS,
Hoyas

rroM Pp. 1S

and

the

guard cashed in on only three of
eight field goals in the second half.
Smrcka-Duffy also dished out five
assists and led the Hoyas with eight
rebounds.

Wildcats

and boast a higher RPI ranking (49)

than the either team as well.
The Hoyas started off well against
the Panthers Saturday, jumping out
to a 15-5 lead five minutes into the
game behind the first eight of junior
guard Katie Smrcka-Duffy’s gamehigh 25 points.. Smrcka-Duffy had a
hot

hand

throughout

dozen.:

Saturday. A win will assure the Ho-

Despite leading all scorers with
25 points, Smrcka-Duffy fizzled in

yas of the No. 5 seed in the tournament and give the Hoyas an opportunity to redeem itself against the prob-

the

second

half,

and

so

went

the

Hoyas. After shooting 7 for 9 from

able No.

the

the Hoyas earlier this month, 75-62.

field

in the

first half,

the

star

12 seed Syracuse, who beat

Connecticut
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~ Connecticut 77, Notre Dame 59

Boston College 68, West Virginia 53
Miami 64, Syracuse 62

Georgetown’s 16 blunders.
The Hoyas play their final game of
the regular season tonight at 8 p.m. in
McDonough Gymnasium, where they
play host to last place West Virginia
in one final warm-up before the Big
East tournament, which begins this

points following the
unanswered
baker’s

Pc

SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Pittsburgh 77, HOYAS 66

steals, but also set the mark for turnovers,
committing
half
of

Hoyas, who could not get any closer

Overall
W
L

Pittsburgh

The Panthers dominated the Hoyas
on the boards, grabbing 45 rebounds,
including 22 offensive caroms; to the
Hoyas 23 rebounds, 10 of which were
offensive.
Forwards Nok Duany and Nathalie
Bourdereau scored 11 points each,
joining Smrcka-Duffy as double-digit
scorers for the Hoyas.
Sophomore guard Lesley Walker
led the Hoyas with six assists and six

the first half,

Team

Conference
W
L
Pct.

HOYAS
Villanova

The outcome of the game, however, was determined on the boards.

shooting 7 for 9 en route to 16 points
in the first 20 minutes.
The Panthers spent the remainder
of the first half chipping away at the
Hoyas’ lead until freshman guard
Laine Selwyn’s jumper gave the
Panthers their first lead of the game
with less than a minute remaining in
the half. Selwyn led the Panthers
with 21 points.
The lead change was the game’s
first and only. The Panthers put together a 13-0 run early in the second
half to distance themselves from the
than nine
Panther’s

BIG EAST STANDINGS

Providence 70, Villanova 59

Rutgers 70, St. John's 47

TUESDAY'S SCHEDULE
West Virginia at HOYAS, 8:00 p.m.
Tim LLEWELLYN/T HE HOA

Junior guard Katie Smrcka-Duffy scored 25 points in Pittsburgh's 77-66
victory over Georgetown.

Connecticut at Providence, 7:00 p.m.
Syracuse at Boston College, 7:00 p.m.
St. John's at Seton Hall, 7:00 p.m.
Rutgers at Villanova, 7:30 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Miami, 7:30 p.m.

Er
reese
rr
val

WOMEN’S
HOYAS
lic

Min
28

Duany

FG__FI
12-5°:0-0"

34.

Bendegue
Walker

TOTALS

O-T
70-1

A PF Pts
"34.5

4-7

“3-4

1-5-1"

4c:0-1

50-0

0-0

0°

2-0

0-0

2-2"

6

3-6

34

Smrcka-Duffy
Hurley
Charles
Snowden
Bourdereau

TENNIS

BOX SCORE

3-10:

3

11

39 10-17
3-3
2-8
5
2 25
5.
0-0
.0-0-0-0
01
'0
18325:
2-6
70-01
:'1
3:8
3
70-1
20-070-0~10;70":0
35
5-15:0-0':1-3:0.4
11

200 27-58

8-1310-23

16 20

66

Percentages:
FG-.466,
FT-.615.
Three-point
goals: 4-13, .308 (Ilic 1-1, Duany 0-1, Walker 0-3,
Smrcka-Duffy 2-4, Charles 0-1, Snowden 0-1,
Bourdereau 1-2). Team Rebounds: 3. Blocked shots:
6 (Duany, Bourdereau 5). Turnovers: 16 (Ilic 4,
Duany, Walker 8, Smrcka-Duffy, Snowden 2). Steals:
8 (Walker 6, Chalres, Bourdereau).
Pittsburgh
Min
FG
FI
O-T
A PF Pts
Katowski
13:
0-2
10-0
0-0-3500
Lawrence
8
1-3:
0-05:
2-2:
50:
0:2
Wittenmyer
38
4-12
8-8
4-8
1
-2 16
Montesano
29
3-10
@0-00-4
3.
2
7
Toney
33
6:10:=1-20-4-5
3:15
Stewart
19;
10-502
3.6:
A]
2
Barkley
28
5-8
2-3
8-9
0
4 12
Selwyn
26::7-10.
"4-6
:+2-5:3:..0 21
Alexander
6:1
1~2-:0-0
1-3
2:
2:02
TOTALS
200 27-6217-2122-45 18 14 77
Percentages: FG-.435, FT-.810. Three-point goals:
6-16, .375 (Katowski 0-1, Montesano 1-2, Toney 2-°
5, Stewart 0-4, Selwyn 3-4). Team rebounds: 4.
Blocked shots: 3
(Wittenmyer 2, Selwyn). Turnovers: 18 (Lawrence, Wittenmyer 5, Montesano 2,
Toney 2, Stewart 3, Selwyn 3, Alexander). Steals: 9
(Wittenmyer 2, Montesano, Toney 2, Barkley 2,
Selwyn 2).
Halftime: Pittsburgh 36, Georgetown 34
Technical fouls: None. Attendance: 1,618.
Officials: Dennis Demayo(R), Tom Danaher, David
Stewart

GU Shuts Down UConn, Shut Down By Ameri
By STEVE HARRIS

dem of senior captain Missy Mendes and
freshman Sarah White defeated Marie Garcia

Hoya STAFF WRITER

This past weekend proved to be a step in
the right direction for Georgetown tennis.
Playing some of their best tennis of the year,
the

Georgetown

women

shutout

the

Con-

necticut 9-0 Saturday, yet were themselves
handed the bagel Sunday, as they fell 7-0 to
American.

Meanwhile,

the

men

saw

their

losing streak extended to five as they fell to
the Connecticut 4-3 in a hard fought match.
The Georgetown women hosted Big East
rival Connecticut Saturday at the Montclair
Tennis

Club

in

Dumfries,

Va.

The

match

opened with the Hoyas sweeping all three
doubles matches to stake a 3-0 lead. At the
No. 1 spot, senior twin sisters Lucky and
Sarada Ravindra were victorious 8-5 over
Connecticut’s Trinell Russell and Anne Dewberry.
Hoya freshmen Hadley Muckerman and
Kim Wattrick defeated the Huskies’ Christine Vorvis and Kara Kaczynski 8-4 at No. 2
doubles, while at the No. 3 position the tan-

and

Tracey Apone 8-3.
Georgetown enjoyed

decisive third set. That came at the No. 2
first set, yet was unable to hold on as she fell

similar

success

at

to American’s Regan Campbell 5-7, 6-2, 6-1.
Lauren Mendes also turned in a solid perfor-

singles as they won all six singles points.
Sarada Ravindra swept past her opponent, _ mance at No.4 singles but was defeated 6-4,
6-4 by Lourdes Riusech.
Dewberry, 6-0, 6-1, at the No. 2 spot. LikeThe women’s weekend levels ‘their
wise, Georgetown senior Lauren Mendes had
record at 3-3 for the year. The women will
little difficulty at No. 4 singles as she overwhelmed

Connecticut’s

Kaczynski

6-1, 6-0.

Hoya senior Ayana Brooks, playing in her
first singles match since October, was unfazed
as she blew blast the Huskies’ Tracey Apone
6-2, 6-0 at the No. 6 position. Georgetown
added victories from Lucky Ravindra, Missy
Mendes, and sophomore Caroline Marshall
to complete the 9-0 shutout.
Sunday was not as fortuitous for the.Hoyas as they returned to the Montclair Tennis.
Club to face cross-town rival American./Playing the experienced American squad, Georgetown was unable to secure a single victory
in their 7-0 loss.
In fact, only one match was even sent to a

Connecticut’s Mike Fusinan
and Luke |
Grimshaw 8-3. However, Crichlow and

singles spot where Sarada Ravindra took the

be

in

action

again

this

Sunday

as

they

face Big East foe Syracuse at the Montclair
Tennis Club.
The Georgetown men demonstrated significant improvement this past Sunday in
spite of their 4-3 loss to Connecticut. Early
on in fact, the Hoyas opened up a 2-0 lead as
they won the doubles point and the first
singles

match.

Georgetown won the doubles point with
victories from sophomores Nick Sklavounos
and Andre Benjamin at the No. 2 spot and
from freshmen Troy Crichlow and Marc
Lohser at No. 3 doubles. The tandem of
Sklavounos and Benjamin soundly defeated

Lohser’s match was extended to the tiebreak
where they prevailed over Drew Broderick |
and Adam Sadowski 9-8 (7-0).iY
At No. 6 singles, Georgetown?s. senior
v.
captain Beau Brewer gave the Hoyas the 20 lead with an impressive 6-2, 7-5 victory over
Connecticut’s Joe Lang, However, the Hus
kies soon erased the Hoyas’ lead ds they
won the next four singles matches to win the
overall’ competition. With ‘defeat secured,
Georgetown’s Lohser nonetheless contin:
ued to fight at No. 5 singles. His persistence
paid off as he was successful in defeating
Connecticut’s Max Zubatsky 3-6, 6-2, 7-6 (74). Lohser’s victory brought the final score
to 4-3 in favor of Connecticut.
The loss to Connegctiguut drops. the. men’s
record to 2-7 on the year. They. will try to end
their five-match losing streak’ this: “coming

g

ana-Monroe. The match will: be played at the
Miami in Coral Gables, Fla.
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Hoyas ’ State :

No Fault Of
Their Own?

Washington workshops, seeks Jr/
Sr PolSci, Hist, Educ major to
serve 1 week as counselor for
Junior High seminar on Gov’t &

sb
Be. :

FLYNN, from p. 18

2, D.C. $225, Feb 4-10
(Georgetown spring
break). Familiarity
with D.C. and high energy
preferred. Send resume & call

fovi

on Sunday, has still not found his gr
~ Bosto
ing touch. Freshman Demetrius Hunter has
been getting starts but has not been
—
making many shots.
lone
Amid the Hoyas’ disappointment, in lied lami
of grand predictions before the season,
y

lost is the fact that Georgetown has been a

Sharon Sievers, 3222 N St.,
N.W. Ste. 340, Washington,

itsbu

victim of circumstance. Big man Wesley = Jo}
Wilson has had to sit out a year because
il
of academic ineligibility. Boumtje-Boumtje
ano
did not practice until the season started
fovid
because of a foot injury and freshman
Courtland Freeman suffered from the same. =~
problem. Scruggs did not show up on’
rac
campus until Dec. 26 and did not become a
part of the Hoyas system until several”
==
“Minne
weeks afterwards.
The Hoyas have certainly under|.

DC 202-965-3434.

ARE YOU A
TRENDSETTER THAT
KNOWS THE HOT
SPOTS OF YOUR CITY?
ARE YOU LOOKING TO
GAIN VIARKETING
EXPERIENCE?

achieved

this year,

but

an

understanding

ami

of that can’t be achieved until you ask”

You will be promoting the coolest new
web-site at teen girl oriented events and
hang out spots. You must be an
enthusiastic trendsetter with a strong
knowledge of teen girl hotspots and live
in one of the above cities. Must work
well with limited supervision, and

strong communication skills. Only Full
Time candidates must have a driver's
license and a clean driving record.
Interested candidates should fax or
email their resume and letter to:
Sara Shelsy ASAP at: P: 617.723.8929
F: 617.723.2188, sshel@tripledot.com.
RESUME DEADLINE MARCH 3rd

“Triple Dot Communications is an Equal Opportunity
Employer

"50

plans had gone as intended.

Still, while the Orangemen progress i

Sn

Tim LLEWELLYN/THE
HOA

Syracuse's Carrier Dome, with its crowd of 31,009, may be intimate despite its size, but it was unwelcoming to Georgetown Sunday.

7

(illest\

towards an NCAA Tournament run, ‘the’ avid
Hoyas continue to wallow in mediocrity, a
potentially good team that just can’t meld
fact
together.

Hoya SPORTS

Big Ed is Our Main Man and Dip Ballis
Only Two Months Away...

|
Ep

8 week position, April 1-May 27
Full Time and Part Time positions available
FIT is approx. 40 hrsiweek $450/week
PIT is approx. 20 hrs.week: $250/week
Grassroots marketing program targeting
a teenage girl audience
+ Promote a cool new teen girl web-site
+ Positions available in NYC, BOS, ATL,
WASH, PHIL, CHI, DALL/FT. WORTH, LA,
SF and SEATTLE

“What if?” The Hoyas could have been a [lon
different team if even half of the Hoyas’
==

+
+
+
+
+
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MEN’S HOOPS

Hoyas Flat Against Orangemen
MEN’S HOOPS, From P. 1S
ond half en route to a 31-percent clip for the
game. No player besides Scruggs and
Braswell had more than four points.
“We have to do a far better job of shooting the ball if we ever want to compete at this

It was a difficult
day for the Hoyas
z

on offense, with

3
Ruben Boumtj e
Boumtje (above)
:
going 2 for 8, and
sophomore guard

Kevin

Braswell

going 4 for 13.
— Tim LLEWELLYN/THE Hoa

straight points on a putback, a remarkable
reverse layup, a three-pointer and a free
throw to give the Hoyas a 33-30 lead with
14:30 left.
The Orangemen finally started to take over
level,” Esherick said. “We have to either
when Scruggs committed his fourth foul on
figure out a way for the people we have to
a rebound with 11:34 remaining.
shoot the ball bet“That was a dumb
ter or we need to
foul,” said Scruggs,
find some other
who also led the HoWe really needed to win this
people that can
yas with six rebounds
shoot the ball. If
and three blocks. “I
game for him. We let him
you shoot 30 perwas just trying to
down.
cent, you’re not
play hard and my
going to win in the
emotions were up.”
— Sophomore guard Kevin Braswell,
Big
East,
and
Without Scruggs,
on Head Coach Craig Esherick’s
you’re not going
the Hoyas could not
to beat Syracuse.”
keep up. After two
first game at the Carrier Dome
The
Hoyas’
free throws from seworst
offensive
nior forward Rhese
struggles came from redshirt-sophomore
Gibson tied the game at 40 with 9:40 left, the
Ruben Boumtje-Boumtje. The 6-foot-11 1/2
Syracuse transition game overwhelmed the
center made only 2 of 8 shots and had simple
Hoyas. Five free throws, mostly from transiproblems catching the ball, finishing with
tion fouls, and a couple of fast-break layins
seven costly turnovers.
by Damone Brown (13 points) gave the
“Ruben’s not going to play the way he
Orangemen a 49-40 lead.
played today again, I’m sure of that.”
Scruggs came back in and stopped the
Esherick said.
bleeding with two free throws. Then Hart, a
The Orangemen (23-3, 12-2 Big East) did
senior guard playing his final home game at
not fare much better until the end, but senior
the nation’s largest on-campus arena, made
guard Jason Hart scored 12 of his 15 points
one key basket after another and quelled any
in a late-game charge that helped Syracuse
attempt at a Hoya comeback.
pull away. Syracuse shot 63.2 percent in the
A pair of 15-footers put the Orangemen
second half, mainly because of the number
ahead 11 points. Scruggs made a 15-footer,
of fast-break layups they had.
which Hart responded to with a free throw.
“We didn’t do a very good job at all in
Junior guard Anthony Perry, who did not
transition defense,” Esherick said.
start for the first time in his collegiate
The Hoyas stayed in the game until the
career, broke a two-game stretch of 14
last five minutes, though, because of their
consecutive missed shots with a threecharacteristic zone defense combined with
pointer, but on the next possession, Hart
Scruggs. The zone kept the ball out of the
made a layup, was fouled by junior
hands of Syracuse star center Etan Thomas,
swingman Nat Burton and made the free
who was locked in a very physical wrestling
throw for a three-point play. Burton made
match with Boumtje-Boumtje. Early in the
two free throws on the Hoyas’ next posgame the Orangemen had some hastily taken
session, but Hart made another short
outside shots and could not pull away in
jumper to keep the Hoyas away.
spite of the fact that Georgetown missed its
A Thomas dunk put the Orangemen up 12
first nine shots of the game.
with 2:15 left, but the final nail in the coffin
“The hardest thing when you play Georwas an ill-conceived intentional foul on Burgetown and its zone is just to score points,”
ton against Brown, who was driving for an
Syracuse Head Coach Jim Boeheim said.
easy layup. Brown made one of the free
“We didn’t make anything in the first half.”
throws and then on the inbound pass ThoThe Hoyas’ shooting was not much betmas got wide open for a dunk, giving Syrater, but a few three-pointers by Braswell,
cuse a 64-49 lead with 1:47 left.
including one with 52 seconds left in the
Depending on the results of this week’s
first half, cut Syracuse’s lead to 27-25 going
games, the Hoyas could land anywhere from
into intermission.
the seventh to 11th seed in the Big East
In the second half, Scruggs was able to
Tournament, which starts March 8. On
single-handedly keep the Hoyas in the game
Wednesday, Georgetown plays host to West
offensively by doing practically everything.
Virginia, which beat the Hoyas 69-64 on Jan.
After a Hart three-pointer gave Syracuse a
26 in Charleston, W.Va. Notre Dame, an
five-point lead one minute into the half, an
NCAA bubble team, comes to MCI Center
emotional Scruggs took over, scoring eight
Saturday afternoon.

WEDNESDAY’Ss GAME

HOYAS
Burton
Boumtje-Boumtje
Scruggs
Hunter
Braswell
Perry

Samnick
Freeman
Gibson
Watkins
TOTALS

Syracuse
Brown
Blackwell
Thomas
Hart
Bland
Shumpert
Griffin
Duany
Williams
Celluck
TOTALS
Percentages:

Pct

233
1.20
6
18:
9
197
20"
8
17:10
16
12
15,13
15.
12
13.12
12:13
11:16
10
18

.885
.769
.667
73]
714
.630
571
536
.556
520
480
407
357

.__SATURDAY’S RESULTS

flanova 87, Seton Hall 74

5-16, .313 (Hart 1-4, Bland 0-1, Shumpert 2-5, Wil-

Officials: Tim Higgins, John Cahill, Curtis Shaw

HovYA SPORTS

ET

WIf10.

VS.
Georgetown
Hoyas

West Virginia

~

MONDAY'SRESULT

/Mnnecticut 74, Rutgers 69
_

TUESDAY'S SCHEDULE

you've been recycling.

When: Wednesday, 7 p.m.
Where: MCI Center (20,600)

But to keep recycling

TV: None
Radio: WTEM (980 AM)
All-Time Series: West Virginia leads, 17-14
Last Meeting: West Virginia won, 69-64, at Charleston Civic Center on Jan. 26

Notes: In these two teams’ most recent meeting, West Virginiaknocked off Georgetown after a
Hoya collapse in the final minute of play. West Virginia jumped to an early lead and led by as many
as 14 points in the firsthalfbut fought back thanks to the solid play of Ruben Boumtje-Boumtje and

—|

=

8.5 boards per game.

=

Pfracuse at Notre Dame, 9:00 p.m.

Of The Hoyas in The
‘Big East Tournament,
Check Out
www.thehoya.com

AND SAVE.
So look for products made
from recycled materials, and

record but are now in the same shoes as the Hoyas, fighting to stay above .500 and receive a bid to
the NIT. West Virginia is led by senior big man Marcus Goree, who is averaging 14.2 points and

For Complete Coverage

BUY RECYCLED.

onFeb. 10. Prior to a solid performance against Connecticut on Saturday in a one-point loss, West

“ovidence at Villanova, 7:30 p.m.

Hoya SPORTS

buy those products.

Their only victory since a five-game January winning streak was a four-point victory over Pittsburgh

Mountaineers were in good shape for an NCA A tournament bid just one month ago witha 12-6

711

you need to

West Virginiais reeling as of late, having lost four consecutive games and six of seven contests.

n a (elon Hall at St; John's, 7:30 p.m.

—

||

environment,

sunk the Hoyas, however, ashe scored eight of West Virginia's final 12 points. Burton finished with

Virginialost by 18 points to Miami, four points to Boston College and 10 points at Villanova. The

HN

working to help protect the

Nat Burton. The arrival of freshman Mountaineer guard Tim Lyles midway through the second half

"8 lami at Pittsburgh, 7:30 p.m.

'WEDNESDAY’S SCHEDULE
illest Virginia
at HOYAS, 7:00 p.m.

plastic, metal and glass that

Mountaineers

shooting from the field.

SUNDAY’SRESULT

to you, all sorts

being made from the paper,

WY

“iracuse 67, HOYAS 52

Thanks

of everyday products are

17 points, second on the Hoyas only to Boumtje-Boumtje, who finished with 19 points on 7 for9

a

oI,

From the British

d fidence 45, Boston College 40
i...

Min
FG
FI' O-T
A PK Pts
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0-2
2:2:.7
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13
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2-2
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0
4
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¥00-0
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0
200 22-4818-23 5-27 20 17 67
FG-.458, FT-.783. Three-point goals:

CN

EL

~ necticut 72, West Virginia 71
lie “Hiamj 55, Notre Dame 52
» a lisburgh 67, Rutgers 62
y
John’s 83, Duke 82

he

0-0
0-4
0
3
4
3-4
3-6
0
4 22
:0-072-3"
1
3"%0
0-0
0-4
6
4 11
1-2
1-5-4000)
4
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A PF Pts
0 3
4

buy them. It would mean the
world to all of us.

Georgetown is coming off of a disheartening loss at Syracuse, their second consecutive loss and
For a free brochure, write

fifth losing streak on the season. The 67-52 setback saw junior big man Lee Scruggs score 22
points and block three shots, but the rest of the team was stagnant on offense against Syracuse’s

Buy Recycled, Environmental

stifling defense. Boumtje-Boumtje had seven turnovers and was just 2 for 8 on the day, while Hoya
Defense Fund, 257 Park Ave.

guards and small forwards combined to shoot 5 for 31 from the field.
Wednesday’s game is an important for the post season hopes of both teams, as they are

South, New York, NY 10010,

currently tied for ninth place in the Big East with 5-9 conference records. Georgetown (15-12
or call 1-800-CALL-EDF.

overall) has wrapped up the .500 record required for an NIT bid but may need one more
victory to be a lock for that tournament. The Mountaineers have two regular season games
remaining, and a split of those contests might not be enough for an NIT bid.
—
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SEAN B. GORMLEY

E
EE PTA

27

2.857
3
786
3.786
£5
B67
6
.600
%:
.500
7:
.500
9
.400
9:
.357
8.357
JO
286
£10.
.286
13
133

O-T
4-5

liams 2-6). Team rebounds: 5. Blocked shots: 6
(Thomas 4, Blackwell 2). Turnovers: 15 (Brown 4,
Blackwell 2, Griffin 2, Hart 2, Shumpert 2, Thomas 2,
Williams). Steals: 12 (Hart 5, Williams 3, Blackwell
2, Thomas 2).
Halftime: Syracuse 27, Georgetown 25
Technical fouls: None. Attendance: 31,009.

Overall

Pet. { W

36
2-8
30
9-14
180-4
38
4-13
30°
1-75

FI
4-6

20
0-4
0-0
0-1
0 4
O
9
2-4
0-0
0-0
0 0
4
4;
R0-1:
02-20
0-1
1 002
1:2
0-0:21=25
10-0000"
0
1)
200 18-5811-1613-35 12 21 52

NS

[

FG
0-3

Percentages:
FG-.310,
FT-.688.
Three-point
goals: 5-16, .313 (Scruggs 1-3, Hunter 0-2, Braswell
3-6, Perry 1-5). Team Rebounds: 6. Blocked shots:
4 (Boumtje-Boumtje, Scruggs 3). Turnovers: 15
(Boumtje-Boumtje 7, Scruggs 2, Hunter, Braswell 2,
Perry, Samnick, Freeman). Steals: 7 (Burton, Braswell
3, Perry, Samnick, Freeman).
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Min
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©1994 EDF
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P O

through the sports wasteland that
is February. March Madness is

longer than hockey games on TV,
probably because I’m always
thinking one of the competitors
will slip and a chain saw will just
go flying into the stands. Wishful
thinking, I guess. Maybe hockey.
just needs chainsaws. It needs

just around the corner, and I can’t

something,

wait, because March is my favorite
sport month of the year.
Nothing against February —
Valentine’s Day is a quality
holiday unless you are single or
that special someone forgot about
you, and Presidents Day is a day
off that comes at just the right
time, but I look forward to sports
in the month of February about as
much as a visit to the dentist or an
8:50 a.m. class.
Just about the only distinction
that February has is that it is home
to all of your favorite meaningless
all-star games, starting with the
Pro Bowl at the beginning of the
month.
Let me just say it: The Pro Bowl
is a travesty. A joke. Not worth
the Astroturf it is played on. As

versus the World and “skills
competition” just do not cut it for
me. Nor does the Atlanta Thrashers versus the Nashville Predators

WAS

A DIFFICULT STRUGGLE,

AND

I'll admit that there were
moments when I wasn’t sure if I
was going to keel over from
boredom,

much

but I finally made

it

. can

because

you

North

say overexpansion?

The NBA dunk contest was quite
a show this year (thank you, Vince
Carter), and bringing it back was
the brightest idea the league has
had since it got rid of those shortshorts, but the game itself does
‘nothing for me. Maybe

SEAN GORMLEY
Athletic

Supporter

as I do love football, this is

of the players

seeing

little more than a quarter of action.
This game is basically a vacation
in Hawaii for those players that
put the fans’ butts in the seats and
made lots of money for the owners.
But that’s about it.
The NHL

all-star game occurred

at some point after the Pro Bowl,
but again, I didn’t catch it. I think I
remembered that NHL is one of the
worst television sports in the
history of the medium,

it’s just me,

but defense is a part of the game,
and defense in the NBA all-star

a game that I usually skip simply
because it ain’t football. They tie
up the defenders’ hands and play
a glorified touch football game
with many

America

somewhere

between Senior PGA golf and
those logging competitions they
show on ESPN where hairy,
flannel-clad men compete in ax
throwing, log rolling and my
personal favorite, Super Modified
Hot Saw (or timed chain saw, for

the uninitiated).
Actually, those logging competitions hold my attention a lot

game means
to possibly
between the
ball and the
raising your

sort of maybe trying
stand somewhere
player who has the
basket. Maybe even
arms occasionally.

So, what else does February have
to offer us? Nothing, other than
being the month when everyone’s
favorite female golfer, Mickey
was

born,

of course.

The only redeeming sports value
of February is that it is college
basketball

crunch

time, where

but it’s not

easy in these parts. I find myself
envying my sister, out at Stanford
where their team is ranked number
one in the land, has a cozy oncampus arena where official
attendance for every single home
game this season has been a
packed-out

and then some

on

numerous college campuses across
the country, students are out in
full force, cheering their teams on
their way to the big dance —
March Madness. Alas, being at
Georgetown, we don’t have that
luxury. I have been reduced to
watching Hoya games on national

Toda)

figh

aoe

7,391,

even for a Christmas break game
against lowly New Hampshire.
There is a constant buzz on
campus in Palo Alto regarding the
team and when I talked to my sister
last night, she was already excited
about being able to attend
Thursday’s game against USC. I
don’t recall that having
happened on the Hilltop
lately.
So I guess that if our
basketball team hasn’t
shown some serious improvement by the time next
February rolls around, I am
going to have to sign up for
the logging channel on
DirecTV. Maybe I’ll even
start training for timber
events in the vast wilderness
around my house. I bet with some
practice I could compete with the

ffigh

“[Senior] Kathleen Linck, [junior] Emily Enstice [fresh Sund:
man] Marni Kruppa and [junior] Lorena Adams: have gu fish

Hoya Starr WRITER

best of them at Hard Hit, which

Oh yeah, and there’s no MJ.

Wright,

basketball,

fhe
aur

By Eric Kim

television and hoping that we
don’t get embarrassed since so
many people are watching.
Maybe if I were somewhere else,
I would be a lot more psyched for
college

Tuesday, February 29,2.200)
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Georgetown Grabs Last Chance

Burly, Flannel-Clad Men Save
February from All-Star Hell
I

RTS...

As Georgetown indoor track enters the homestretch of
their impressive season, they will face the two most important meets on their schedule starting this Saturday with the
ECAC meet for the women and the IC4A meet for the men.
Then the following week, it is off to Arkansas for the NCAA

Championships.
The season has been built around these two meets but not

everyone on the team will be able to compete. Most of the
indoor track season was devoted to individual competitions
that gave opportunities for the athletes to meet the qualifying marks for each race at the two postseason meets. The
Hoyas will be sending no more than 18 women to the ECAC
meet, while 32 men will be at the IC4A meet.

While the qualifying marks for the regionals are not easy
to meet, the NCAA championship minimum times are so strict
that no Hoya athlete has automatically qualified for the meet.
However, Georgetown does have a few athletes from both
the women and men’s teams who have qualified for the
NCAA provisional list. For the women, both the 4-x-400meter and distance medley teams have good enough times
on the provisional list to make it to the national meet. Junior
Kristen Gordon should be able to make it with her time in the
3,000-meter race. However, for the other Georgetown women

on the provisional list, their NCAA hopes depend on what
happens at the ECAC meet.
According to Head Coach Ron Helmer, juniors Sasha
Spencer and Carron Allen, who are on the provisional list,
could qualify for the 400-meter race depending on their
performance at the ECAC meet. The provisional times for
senior Katrina de Boer and junior Nickay Penado in the 800meter race should hold up, while senior Autumn Fogg has a
great shot at qualifying for the mile race.
For the 5,000-meter

race, the Hoyas

have at least four

runners who are capable of qualifying for the NCAAs.

shots at making it to the nationals,” Helmer said. “Three of

ond

them have provisional times and all have the capability figh¢
make it.”
: nn
The men have an almost definite qualifier iin junior Corey
Smith, who has good provisional times in the 3,000-meter gg
5,000-meter races. Junior Josh Rollins’ provisional mark,
the triple jump is borderline and may or may not be go
enough for the NCA As. At the IC4A meet, the men’s

4-x-4q.

meter and distance relay teams will be taking their last shy
in pulling off an NCAA-worthy time. Unless someon¢ lg

gives a surprising performance at the regionals, the mep
team may go into the national Shemplohships with a vey0
small contingent of athletes.
Last Saturday, several members of the men’ s taney
Blacksburg to compete in the Last Chance Virginia Tey
Invitational for another chance to get good qualifying ma
for the NCAAs. However, the Hoyas came Yiome empty. Ti
handed with no one obtaining their goals.
©0226 4:
“We wanted to qualify our men’s distance medley 1¢

team for the NCAA's,” Helmer said: ‘However, the ra fy An
didn’t get going as we wanted and although [senior] Migu Be
Lambert and [junior] Adam Daniels ran the last two Iegs vel, Ta
it wasn’t enough.”
The
Also, senior Sean Flynn did not reach his goal of getting
off (nive
a good NCAA-qualifying throw in the 35-pound weight throy, #5130
However, the Hoyas must face the ECAC and IC4A megs Caller
first before anyone can make predictions. For those athlef filing

who will probably be running their last meet of the indo fall 0
season, it will be an opportunity for them to score points ag
to give Georgetown a shot at winning the meet.
The women will face competition from its Big East rival
Seton Hall, Pittsburgh and this year’s Big East Champiy,
Villanova. The Big East champion men’s team will be teste
by Connecticut, Princeton and Liberty University.

uk
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Willey Takes 24th at ECAC

is

the fewest ax hits to cut through a
log, just in case you weren’t
familiar with that particular event.
I’m pretty sure I know what my
calling is though — the Two-Board
Jigger. Its an odd event where
competitors climb a tall pole by
chopping holes into the poll and
wedging blocks in the holes to
propel themselves upward. You’ll
appreciate it more when you see
me doing it on ESPN next February
when you come back from a party

By MerepiTH McCLOSKEY
Hoya Starr WRITER

place finish out of 16 teams. In the 200- yar [reestyle

A group of seven from the Georgetown women’s swim
team finished 19th out of 38 teams at the Eastern Colle-

teams with a time of 1:43.61.
On the men’s side, Willey

at 4 a.m, forced to order from

www.thehoya.com/sports

accumulated 14 pots in

pionships last weekend in Sewell, N.J.
Senior John Willey was the only male from George-

his three individual events to give the Hoyas a 24th
place finish, impressive for a one-man team. Qther Gear.

town to attend the competition, and as a one-man team,

getown

he tied Bucknell University for 24th place out of 35
teams.
The 100-yard butterfly event proved to be the most
exciting for the Hoyas. Sophomore Caragh Moynihan
finished eighth overall with a time of 59.73. Senior
Meghan Welch moved up from 16th in the preliminaries
to finish in 11th place with a 59.69, while sophomore
Lauren Schmidt took 14th place in a time of 59.80.
The only other top 16 individual finish came from
Welch in the 100-yard breaststroke, where she placed
12th in 1:08.30.
The women’s 200-yard medley relay team, consisting
of Schmidt, Welch, Moynihan and senior Christine
Gibadlo, touched the wall at 1:52.29, giving them a 10th

om d
Ther
iy the
grdin

relay, Schmidt, freshman Erin Lenaha Gibadlo and
freshman Kristie Hunt combined to finish 15th out of 16

giate Athletic Conference Swimming and Diving Cham-

Manny & Olgas and watch whatever drivel is on television.
Logging Olympics and Manny &
Olgas—I’ll take that over March
Madness any day.

Galler
the sp

swimmers

had qualified fo. participate. in “the

meet, but chose not to attend in

order;
to

their academics. Willey placed 10th ‘in

sd up with

200-yard

freestyle (1: :43.52), 11thinthe 500-yard freestyle (4:43.20)
and 16th in the 1,650-yard Boe
(17:04. 27):
.
The Hoyas placed a greater
on their perfor‘mances at Big East Cramp
o weekends ago
where the women and men finished “10th and 11th place,
respectively. Head Coach Beth Bower was pleased

|
|
|
|

[3
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overall with the team’s unselfish. effort-in-its-seeond | By
three-day meet in “back-to-back weekends:
To
training in April, but until then they. will enjoy. a well: Jif

deserved .break after-“practiding, gontmyally, > since’ the {if Du
first week of classes in’ September.
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Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Men’ s Basketball vs.

Women’s Basketball
VS. WestV irginia, 8 p.m.

Friday
Baseball vs. Air

X

V8. {

RS
S$
E

flat
A

;
Championships
Track at IC4A
Championships

Women’s Tennis at

Women’s Tennis vs.
Syracuse, 8:45 a.m.
Baseball
Force,

Barry, 10 a.m.

Women’s Tennis
vs. Davidson, 10 a.m.

Lacrosse
1

osse vs

Dose

Men’s Tennis vs.
Lynn, 2 p.m.
aseball
: oward,

fire

lt

sin

pm. * 7 5
re Dame,y 12
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Bascal
!
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Men’s Tennis vs.

Barry, 9 a.m.
Baseball at Lehigh

ll —In

3pm.

UMB
0€,2:30 p.m

¥

Championships

Mi

Track at IC4A

se;

Championships

di

Women’s Lacrosse
vs. William and

Men’s Lacrosse vs.

Baseball vs. C.W.
Post, 3

Mary,

p.m.

Golfat East Carolina

Golfat East Carolin

A

ror

Invitational

ae

omen 's Lacrosse

ll co

Princeton, sip, mos
olf
kT 102 ul W[
cri 01
Baseball vs. Mount

Women’s Tennis at
Seton Hall, io a.m.

Men’s Tennis vs.
Duquesne, 10 a.m

Baseball a

Pittsburgh

St. Mary’s, 3 p.m.

Golfat William and

Mary Invitational

Men’s Lacrosse vs.

Baseball at Navy,

Golfat William and

Mary Invitational...
Men’s Tenis at

Men’s Tennis vs.

Dartmouth, 3

3

Ys

Baseball vs. Brown,

3p.

Women’s Tennis vs.

James Madison,3

Women’ s Tennisvsid

p.m.

Track at Raleigh
Relays,

Tennis vs.
State, 9a.
Women’
Rutgers, 11:3
Baseball ys 2

Marist, I p.m.

Men’s Lacrosse vs.

Navy,

2 pA...
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